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4, Election '92
Bill Clinton elected 42nd U.S. President
By The Associated Press
Bill Clinton was elected the na-
tion's 42nd president on Tuesday in
a Democratic landslide that swept
George Bush from office and ended
12 years of divided government in
Washington. Bush conceded defeat
and wished the Arkansas governor
well in the White House.
Voters were renewing Demo-
cratic control of Congress and said
pocketbook concerns had mattered
most as they chose a new generation
of leadership.
Clinton campaigned as a "dif-
ferent kind of Democrat" and
pledged to rebuild the economy. He
built his majority in all regions of
the country and settled matters in
Oregon. Washington and Califor-
nia, where he was the first Demo-
crat to prevail since 1964.
He won customary Democratic
strongholds, captured key battle-
grounds in Illinois, Ohio and New
Jersey and put Vermont and Ken-
tucky in the Democratic column for
the first time in many years
The 46-year-old governor will
become the nation's third-youngest
president when he takes office Jan.
20, along with Vice President-elect
Albert Gore, 44. Together, the two
men savored their triumph in Little
Rock, where thousands of support-
ers gathered to cheeetheir success
and plot the presidency to come.
When Vice President Dan Quay-
le congratulated Clinton at his Indi-
ana rally, some in the crowd booed.
But Quayle help up his hand and
said of Clinton, "If he runs the
country as well as he ran this cam-
paign, we'll be all right."
Clinton's was not the only strik-
ing Democratic victory. Carol Mose-
ley Braun won in Illinois to become
the first black woman ever elected
to the Senate, and Ben Nighthorse
Campbell of Colorado became the
first native American.
Bush gracefully called it the
"majesty of democracy." Curtis
Gans, an expert on voter turnout, said
See CLINTON on page 2
• Local races
Stevens, O'Dea win
House, Senate, seats
Kathleen Stevens celebrates her victory with her mom, and
former Maine State Representative, Pat (Lachowsk, photo.)
By Mike McLaughlin
Staff Writer
Voters across the nation sent
out the message of change with
their ballots yesterday. This was
evident in the elections of John
O'Dea and Kathleen Stevens, who
represent the government of a new
generation.
Democrat John O'Dea, 27,
who defeated his opponent, Re-
publican Dick Trott in a tight race
to the finish, was elected by voters
to the Maine State Senate.
As of 1 a.m. this morning, polls
projected O'Dea as the winner with
a total of 7,732 votes to Trott's
5.984.
A nervous O'Dea paced the
floor of his headquarters as the 10
towns which he will represent
Sec LOCAL RACES on page 2
President-elect Bill Clinton speaking at UMaine last October. (File photo.)
• Bond issues
Maine voters decide bond issues,
Constitutional amendments
By Peter Jackson
Associated Press Writer
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — A
constitutional amendment touted as
an antidote to the plague of rising
property taxes, and a $10 million bond
issue to pay for vocational education
for une: oployed Mainers. were among
nine referendum issues the state's
voters were deciding Tuesday.
The statewide ballot also includ-
ed five other bond issues, pushing
ovt rail proposed borrowing to near-
ly $49 million.
Unofficial returns from at least
311 of the 667 precincts showed
bond issues to finance seaport devel-
opment., improved workplace safety
at state facilities and railroad line
purchases all being opposed by mar-
gins of at least 3-2. A bond issue to
finance water-pollution control
projects was favored by a similar
margin.
The vocational education bond
issue was opposed by a margin of 55
to 45 percent, while a bond issue to
finance loans for municipal recy-
cling was supported by a slim, 52
percent majority.
The proposed constitutional
change, designed to force the state to
pay for the costs of mandates that it
imposes on cities and towns. had the
support of 54 percent of the voters in
returns from at least 322 precincts.
On the other two constitutional
amendments, the same yeturns
showed a nearly 3-1 margin in favor
of a plan to guarantee the Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife Department at
least as much money as it collects in
license fees. A proposal spelling out
how the offices of state treasurer and
secretary of state would he filled if
vacancies occur was supported by 65
percent.
• History
Clinton first Democrat to win
Maine's vote for president in 25 years
Unofficial returns from 305, or land hotel, and a campaign spokes-
46 percent, of the state's 667 pre- woman attributed the victory to
cincts showed Clinton with 42 widespread disenchantment withAUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — percent of the vote. The Republi- the nation's leadership.Bill Clinton carried Maine in the can incumbent claimed 30 percent "It was the message of changerace for the White House on Tues- and Perot had 28 percent. and the anger that people felt andday — the first Democrat to do so Clinton was the first Democrat the rejection of the negative cam-in 24 years — and independent to win Maine in a presidential elec- paigning." said Deb Cook "It cer-Ross Perot nipped at the heels of non since the Humphrey-Muskie tainly wasn't just Maine. it was allrunner-up George Bush in a state ticket in 1968. around the country."where the president spends his sum- Jubilant Clinton supporters cel-
mer vacations. ebrated Tuesday night at a Port-
By Peter Jackson
Associated Press Writer
Sec FIRST DEM on page 2
2ElectionNews
O'Dea and Stevens win in local races
State House District 130 Results
1. oniat
Stevens amw 2,587
Cota Mir 1,037
Source: thono Town Ott k c
called in their final results. As it became more
evident that O'Dea was on his way to Augus-
ta, the tension among his supporters ceased
and the celebration began.
O'Dea said he expected the race to be
close and feels his success is due to the long
hours he and his supporters have put into the
campaign.
"I have averagedabout four-and-a-halfhours
of sleep a night over the past month." he said.
O'Dea also attributed his victory to the
change in attitude among students and their
hunger for change.
"Students are now feeling the effects of 12
years of Republican trickle-down econom-
ics," he said.
In a not-so-close race.11niversity of Maine
student Kathleen Stevens —22, also defeated
her Republican opponent Raymond J. Cota
Jr.— for the House seat in District 130.
The final results for this race were 2,600
votes for Stevens to 1,046 for Cota in Orono
polling, and 1,303 to 293 among liMaine
voters.
Stevens enjoyed her success with family,
friends and those who worked with her
throughout the campaign, who she said were
the "key" to her victory.
"I'm thrilled to be elected, it's an honor. I
feel like it says a lot about the wave of the
future for the university," she said.
Stevens said she would be an advocate for
students' issues and would stand for the things
she believes in, in the face of fiscal difficul-
ties.
Stevens' mother, Patricia. former repre-
sentative of District 113, said she feels the tide
is turning in government.
"I feel the torch is being passed to new
generation," the proud parent said.
Among the crowd celebn ting the Demo-
cratic victories in the state, a well as nation-
ally, was incumbent Senator Michael Pearson
from District 6.
Pearson said he is pleased to see some young
faces coming to Augusta and when asked what
the new elects' top priorities will be he replied.
"The budget, the budget and the budget"
First democrat from page 1
In Washington, Senate Majority Leader
George Mitchell, D-Maine, said the out-
come reflected voters' desire fora change in
economic policy and praised Clinton for
running a "superb campaign — well-disci-
plined, well-focused."
At Bush-Quayle headquarters in Port-
land, state campaign director Cory Tilley
sought to play down the significance of
Bush's loss.
"We'll be back a. a narty. and George
Bush will be remembered as one of the great
presidents in history," he said.
Tuesday's voter turnout was heavy across
the state and, even as the ballots were being
cast, spokesmen for the presidential cam-
paigns alternately expressed optimism 0!
bewilderment about the implications.
"Who knows? It's a weird day," Bill
Marshall, Clinton's state campaign direc
tor, had said in the morning. Unlike 48, first
graf below dashes.
•11S1-imisa of Representatives
Andrews wins second term
By Francis X. Quinn
Assoaated Press Writer
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — First Dis-
trict Democrat Tom Andrews won a second
congressional term by defeating Republi-
can Linda Bean, the conservative heiress
whose personal wealth largely financed her
$1 million-plus campaign.
In the 2nd District, Republican incum-
bent Olympia Snowe was holding off a
rematch challenge by Democrat Patrick
McGowan, a former state representative who
nearly defeated her two years ago. Trailing
well back in third place was Green Party
independent Jonathan Carter.
In unofficial returns from 159 of the 1st
District's 244 precincts, Andrews had
145,741 votes to Bean's 74,683, giving him
a lead of 66 percent to 34 percent.
In 2nd District returns from 285 of 423
precincts, Snowe led with 100,132 votes, or
48 percent of the total. McGowan had 87,859,
or 42 percent, while Carter's 19,717 votes
gave him 10 percent.
Andrews .'aimed his victory in an ad-
dress to cheering supporters in Portland,
declaring: "The message across this district
is unmistakably clear. It is time for a new
direction for this country."
Bean had been facing evidence of wide-
spread defections among GOP regulars ever
since he: primary election victory in June.
But in broadcast interviews Tuesday night,
she said her biggest problem had been "sav-
age" treatment by hostile media.
Snowe, who edged McGowan by 2 per-
centage points in their first contest, was
seeking election to the U.S. House of Repre-
sentatives for an eighth time.
As her lead widened, Snowe told back-
ers the trend looked favorable, but stopped
short of declaring victory.
McGowan acknowledged that, "it does
look like we will indeed lose," but noted
that some returns remained to be reported.
"Never be afraid to go up against the
odds," he told a somber crowd at the Canaan
Grange Hall shortly after 1 a.m.
Snowe said she had tried to frame the
debate over issues more forcefully: "I just
wanted to get my message out this time ...
and hopefully, I have," she said in an inter-
view broadcast on WCSH-TV.
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• Cathcart wins another term for Orono
• Andrews wins District 1 US House Rep seat again
from page 1
John O'Dea has won the District 11 State Senate seat. (Lachowski photo.)
• Local elections
Cathcart re-relected to
District 129 seat
Mary R. Cathcart, Democrat from Orono,
was re-elected to represent District 129 in
the Maine House of Representatives.
From a total of 4,325 votes cast, Cathcart
received 70 percent of the vote, with 3,038.
Her opponent, Philip D. Robertson Jr., Re-
publican of Eddington, received 1,287 votes.
"I'm very pleased. It shows the people
think I am a strong, responsive leader for
them in Augusta.. It's a validation that they
think I've done a good job. The total was
strong for me," Cathcart said.
Clinton wins from page 1
at least 100 million Americans had cast
their ballots, eclipsing the previous high of92.6 million set in 1984 and producing thefirst reversal in a 32
-year decline in voter
turnout.
Bush, who had sharply attacked Clintonduring the campaign, conveyed his congrat-
ulations privately by telephone, and made atelevised concession.
"I wish him well in the White House.Regardless of our differences, all Ameri-
cans share the same purpose," he said.White House Press Secretary Marlin Fitz-
water said Mrs. Bush had invited HillaryClinton to visit the private quarters of the
White House, where she, her husband and
their I 2
-daughter will take up residence
beginning this winter.
Independent Ross Perot, running third,
said "the people have spoken," and offered
his congratulations.
With 61 percent of the precincts report-
ing, it was Clinton with 44 percent of the
vote. Bush with 39 percent and Perot 18
percent.
The Associated Press tally showed Clinton
had won 334 electoral votes and led for 46
more— far more than the 270 needed to win
the election. Bush had 71 electoral votes, a far
cry from the 426 he compiled in 1988.
The
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• Elections
UMaine voter turnout may have been record-br
By Kristy Marriner
Staff Writer
Many students waited for up to an
hour to cast their vote in yesterday's
election, where turnout has been de-
scribed as "extremely high, possibly even
record breaking."
Despite the rain, 5,754 Orono residents
turned out to cast their ballots. At Doris
Twitchell Allen Village, the polling place
for on-camps stbdents, 1,702 UMaine stu-
dents voted. Most cited the close presiden-
tial race as their reason for voting.
"Every college student wants to vote for
the president — it's very encouraging,"
George Gonyar, warden for Orono, said.
At 8 p.m., when the polls were supposed
to close, there were at least 200 students
remaining at DTAV. Anyone in line at 8
p.m. was allowed to cast their ballot.
The line started forming at 10:30 a.m.,
and there wasn't a lull until after the polls
closed.
Many students had been waiting for al-
most an hour, some of them outside and in
the rain. Yet they all said it was worth the
wait to vote.
"In other countries people are killing
themselves over the right to vote," UMaine
student Gary Greaves said. just don't
think we sheilld take advantage of it. Also,
See TURNOUT on page 6
35+
UMaine students waiting in line to vote at DTAV. At times, they were waiting outside in lines that were one to cne
and-a-half hours long. (Boyd photo.)
Singles Club
a newly forming social club
for faculty, staff and stu-
dents who are 35+ and wo• _d
like to meet other sinyies
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(University club)
.31c1 floor, Memorial Uaioil
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• Breast implants
Dow silicone implant records
may have been altered
DEIROIT (AP) — Some recoirls on the
manufactine of silicone-gel breast implants at
Dow Coming Corp. in the 198Gs were altered by
employees, a review of the pharmacenticai giant's
operations revealed Monday.
Dow Corning officials found no evi-
dence of any health risks because of the
changes, which involved substituting origi-
nal charts recording oven temperatures with
replacement charts.
Former U.S Attorney General Griffin
Bell recommended the company inform the
Food and Drug Administration about the
violation of company policy.
Because Dow Corning could not deter-
mine which lot histories had been altered,
the FDA had no way of knowing about it
when it reviewed Dow's records, Bell said.
Dow Corning released Bell's findings
Monday.
An FDA spokesman, Gary Fendler, re-
fused to comment on the report because of
the agency's ongoing investigation into the
controversial implant devices.
The agency ordered a moratorium on
silicone breast implants Jan. 6, and Dow
Corning withdrew its devices from the U.S.
market.
Dozens of lawsuits are pending by wom-
en who claim problems with the devices.
The company said it found out about the
replacement charts in November 1987, halt-
ed the practice and disciplined several em-
ployees.
The changes were made to avoid "what
some employees perceived as a bureaucrat-
ic mandatory review of records that were
incomplete or imperfect." the company said.
The original records may have been in-
validated by such factors as interruptions in
power to the baking ovens, or when the
recording device ran out of ink, the compa-
ny said.
In a statement, Keith McKennon, chair-
man and chief executive officer of Dow
Corning, said the changes did not cause any
undue health dangers.
"Each finished product was always in-
dividually inspected," McKennon said. Dr.
Sidney Wolfe, director of Public Citizen's
Health Research Group and a leader in get-
ting the implants off the market, called Dow
Corning's failure to report the alterations
"cnminal."
In making silicone gel, the liquid sili-
cone is heated until it becomes gelatinous,
Wolfe said.
"Depending on what the temperature is,
you're going to create different kinds of
chemicals," he said. "There may be more
toxic substances in the gel when it's fin-
ished, and it would seem criminal to me to
play around with the cooking process."
Leaks from the gel-filled implants have
been linked to breakdowns in the body's
immune system and cancers.
An estimated 1 million American wom-
en have had the implants.
What do Thanksgiving vacation
and lack of career direction
have in common?
They both make you feel
like a turkey.
Feel Like A Winner!
Meet with an alum through the
MAINE MENTOR PROGRAM
To answer your questions about
careers
entry level jobs
choice of major
& much more
For more information, contact the Career center in Chadbourne Hall 581-1359.
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• Presidential election
Results signal voters'
desire for change in us
By Terence Hunt
AP White House Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — Bill Clinton's
sweeping victory and the election of dozens
of fresh faces in Congress create instant
expectations for a break in government grid-
lock and a rush toward solutions to fix the
economy.
After 12 years of Republican rule at the
White House, the country is turning toward
another course, with Clinton's activist gov-
ernment in command. It's an unmistakable
vote for change.
"We're going to have a very active gov-
ernment for awhile," predicted Michael K.
Deaver. one of the top advisers in Ronald
Reagan's White House. "That's going to
get the town bustling. All the communica-
tions people and lobbyists are going to be
active again — health care, jobs bills, tax
proposals."
"Hold on to your seats,- said Burton
Yale Pines, chairman of the National Center
for Public Policy Research, a conservative
think tank, predicting a surge of legislation
when Congress returns in January. Bills that
President Bush vetoed, family leave for in-
stance, are sure to be back next year and
coast through.
There will be a giant turnover in jobs, as
more than 3,000 Republican political ap-
pointees are replaced by Democrats.
Real estate agents already are licking
their chops in anticipation of sales.
Clinton offered a generational and ideo-
logical change. At 46, he'll be the first baby
boomer in the White House.
Come January, more than 100 new House
member will take their seats. Intent on
restoring their legitimacy in the eyes of
voters, lawmakers will be intent on getting
things done.
Stephen Wayne, a Georgetown Univei
sity specialist on the presidency, said
Clinton's victory generates "a kind of nev
optimism that government can work."
Fixing the economy is job No. I. And
Election Day provided an unwelcome It
minder of the problem: The government's
gauge of future economic activity fell it'
September for the third time in four months.
Clinton aides said hi s first proposals would
be aimed at sparking the economy. He is
expected to propose investment tax breaks
and tens of billions of dollars in spending or
public works projects to create jobs.
Clinton promised tax cuts for the middl,
class, but that might go on hold because of
the record budget deficit that topped $290
billion.
Voters also made clear they want the
president and Congress to produce a plan to
control soaring health-care costs and pro
vide coverage for the more than 40 millior
Americans who have no health insurance
Clinton said he would phase in universal
coverage, and a national health board would
set budget ceilings for health care spending
With the election behind him, Clinton's
next assignment would be the 10-week trar
sition to taking over the White House
CULTUREFEST '92
University of Maine'‘;
Saturday, November 7
Memorial Union
all day celebration of cultural diversity
10am
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9am-3pm
All Day.
8pm
music • dance
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• Iran-Contra Affair
Muskie brings up new questions about Bush's Iran knowledge
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Democrat Ed-
mund S. Muskie, a member of the bipartisan
panel that investigated the Iran-Contra affair,
has rai,ed new questions about Resident Bush's
role in the arms-for-hostages dealings.
Muskie, a former Maine senator and sec-
retary of state, said Bush's "claims of igno-
rance" about arms sales to Iran by the Reagan
White House "conflict directly" with the
latest revelation in the affair — a note by
former Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberg-
er saying that Bush knew of the scheme on
Jan. 7, 1986.
Bush has said he didn't realize the Reagan
White House was trading arms for hostages
until mid-December 1986.
After the aims deal became public. Bush
requested an interview with Muskie and the
other two members of the presidentially ap-
pointed board, John Tower and Bush's cur-
rent national security adviser, Brent Sc-owaoft.
The Tower Board's account of that inter-
• Family values
Woman arrested
after offering to
sell daughter
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — Elizabeth
M. Nelson says her offer to sell her 9-year-
old daughter for $20 to diners at a downtown
Burger King was only a joke, but police were
not amused.
Nelson. 34, of Portland. was arrested in the
fast-food restaurant and charged with endan-
gering the welfare of a child. If convicted of the
misdemeanor, she couki face up to a year in jail
and a $1,000 fine.
—This whole situation is retarded," Nelson
said. "I just made the statement to my daugh-
ter, 'Hey, kid, I wonder if I could get 25 bucks
for you.:
—The next thing I knew the police were
there."
Officers Joseph Fagone and Dwight Bur-
tis responded to a "report of an intoxicated
female irying to sell her daughter," Fagone's
report said.
A restaurant employee told police that the
woman appeared serious about selling the girl
for $20, adding as a selling point that she got
goal grades in school.
The girl, meantime, was sitting in a booth,
"slouched in her seat with her head down. She
appeared to be ashamed." said Fagone's report.
Nelson was arrested at about 5:30 p.m., and
was taken to the Cumberland County Jail. She
was released Monday on personal recognizance
on condition that she abstain from drinking
alcohol and have no contact with her cbughter.
The case is scheduled to go to trial Dec. 17.
The girl was returned to the custody of her
father, Daniel Robinson. He said Nelson, his
ex-girlfriend, lost custody of the girl six years
ago because of alcoholism. Nelson's two other
children live with their grandmother.
Crystals, Minerals
Natural Jewelry
Jewelry Repair
One Springer Drive
Bangor, Maine 942-4325
view is at the Reagan library in California and
won't become public until 1994.
"Nothing emerged from that meeting to
suggest that the vice president was well aware
of or significantly involved in the Iranian
arms transfers," Muskie said in a statement
issued by Democrat Bill Clinton's campaign.
"In short, Vice President Bush presented
himself then as President Bush likes to char-
acterize his role now — as being 'out of the
loop." said Muskie's statement, issued Sat-
urday night.
"But President Bush's repeated claims of
ignorance about the arms-for-hostages deal
now conflict directly with the personal notes"
by Weinberger of the Jan. 7, 1986 meeting,
Muskie's statement added. Muskie said that if
indeed Bush knew in detail about the arms-
for-hostages operation, that "calls into ques-
tion President Bush's judgment ... Bush could
have stood up and headed off what was ulti-
mately a foreign policy disaster."
Scowcroft has steadfastly defended Bush
in recent days. He characterized as "politi-
cal" Iran-Contra prosecutor Lawrence
Walsh's decision to include information about
Bush in the new indictment of Weinberger
that came out Friday.
—They are rehashing the same old stuff,
there is no new information," said Scowcroft.
For the first time, Bush was asked Sunday
whether he would fire Walsh, whose $32
million probe began in December 1986.
"I am not going to discuss what I'll do
about that," Bush replied in an interview on
CNN. But "I think it's been a big witch hunt
out there when you see a decent man like Cap
Weinberger going through all kinds of hell."
Mary Belcher, a spokeswoman for
Walsh's office, said she could not respond to
the accusation because the Weinberger case
is pending. Weinberger faces trial Jan. 5.
Federal law says Walsh may be removed
"only by the personal action of the attorney
general and only for good cause." Good
cause is defined as an act that "substantially
impairs" the performance of his duties.
That law expires in December, but the
Bush administration would still have to ad-
here to its requirements if it fired Walsh.
If he gave the Iran-Contra prosecutor the
ax. Attorney General William Barr would
have to explain why to Congress and the
federal appeals court that appointed Walsh in
1986. which could he embarrassing for the
administration.
The independent counsel could file suit in
an effort to save his job. Fired Watergate
special prosecutor Archibald Cox took such a
step after his dismissal, but abandoned the suit
when he felt assured that his successor, Leon
Jaworski, would carry out a vigorous investi-
gation. Jaworski did — and President Nixon
eventually resigned, after surrendering in-
criminating Oval Office tape recordings sought
by Jaworski.
Get the most for your money at 1
ORION FITNESS INC. I
One full month of FITNESS
One month of UNLIMITED TANNING
Only $50
You save $25
We have it all for you.
Two new Stairmasters
Two Aerobicycles
One Treadmill (for walking, jogging or running plus hills)
Plenty of free weightsNO WAITING FOR EQUIPMENT
Personalized Training FREE
New Bulbs in all three Tanning Beds
Call now for other super specials at 827-6176.
Open House
Saturday, November 7
Door Prizes
(Free 3 day pass for Fitness and prizes for Tanning)
for the first fifty people
Open seven days
6am-9pm Weekdays
9am-6pm Weekends
36 North Main Street, Old Town
(across from Subway)
Super Student Specials
Step Aerobics only $15 per month
()
• France
France enacts tough
new anti-smoking law
PARIS /a1)) — Some French are de-
lighted, some are disgusted, while others
are blatantly flouting a tough new anti-
smoking law that went into effect across
the country Sunday.
"The battle lines are drzwn," said Alain
(lenestar, writing in a front-page editorial
in Le Journal du Dimanche, Paris' only
Sunday newspaper. -What do I mean, bat-
tle? It's a war."
The law bans smoking in restaurants.
offices and public places except in desig-
nated smoking areas, and in public trans-
portation.
"I'm not going to stop smoking at
work," said Odile Marie. an office worker
at Telediffusion de France, which distrib-
utes radio and TV programs.
"I'm a very tense person, I drown my
stress in cigarettes," she said. "Ill stopped
smoking, my rate of work would slow down.
People need to respect that in me, too."
Miss Marie says, however, that away
from the office she'll refrain from lighting
up in public areas or places where it bothers
Pecc)e-
Polls indicate up to 84 percent of the
French approve of the law and 65 percent
support pressure to enforce it.
But howls of protest have risen from
cafe, restaurant and hotel owners. who
fear losing clientele for enforcing the
law, or hefty fines of up to $1,200 dollars
— or even prison terms — if they don't.
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• Russia
Yeltsin on the offensive
against legislative foes
IVANGOROD, Russia (AP) -- Boris
Yeltsin's main legislative foe on Saturday
condemned suggestions that emergency rule
was needed, but he also hinted that hard-
liners may allow the president to keep his
special economic powers.
Ruslan Khasbulatov made the comments
in this Russian-Estonian border town in his
first in public appearance since Yeltsin
launched an offensive against hard-liners in
the Russian parliament, led by Khasbulatov.
An erstwhile Yeltsin ally who has be-
come a lightning rod for criticism of the
president, Khasbulatov warned Yeltsin
against invoking presidential rule to avoid a
showdown with the Congress of People's
Deputies, as some aides have suggested.
The parliament is dominated by former
Communists.
"Now strange things are happening,"
Khasbulatov said. "The artificial terms of
the Gorbachev period — presidential lead-
ership and such — are in the air again."
Apparently implying Yeltsin would be
stealing power by declaring presidential
rule, Khasbulatov said: "People should
stop using those terms unless they want to
position themselves under a government of
criminals."
The Congress is scheduled to convene on
Dec. 1. Yeltsin has failed to persuade law-
makers to postpone it until the spring of 1993.
Hard-line lawmakers, repeating previ-
ous threats, have vowed to remove ccting
Prime Minister Yegor Gaidar and possibly
seek Yeltsin's ouster.
High voter turnout from page 3
the younger generation deserves their say."
Scott Landry, another UMaine student,
said he was doing his part to "cancel out" the
vote his friends were making for other candi-
dates. He also said he thought it was every-
one's duty to vote.
"If you don't vote then you don't have a
right to argue, and you don't have the right to
bitch and complain," Landry said.
Turnout at the other two polling places in
Orono were also especially high. Over 4,000
voted at the American Legion Hall or the
Community Center on Bennoch Road.
Both places also reported long lines most
of the day. According to Assistant Warden
Francis Martin, lines were already forming
when the polls opened at 7 a.m. At Bemioch
Road, the line curled up the stairs to keep
people out of the rain.
Ward 2 also reported record high turnout,
with lines usually 50 people deep except for a
few lulls around noon and 6 p.m.
DINING SERVICES
MAINECARD CAMPUS FUNDS
A value added debit meal plan for commuter students.
• Bring your MaineCard to the Business Office,
Alumni Hall, to deposit funds into your account
• Minimum $25 deposit.
• 5% discount in the Bear's Den, Damn Yankee,
Ford Room Coffee Shop and Fernald Snack Bar,
Hilltop Market, and SouthSide Market.
• Dining Commons meal discounts in Hilltop,
Stewart, Stodder and York
Meal
Breakfast
Lunch/Brunch
Dinner
MaineCard
$3.75
$4.75
$5.75
Contact: MaineCard Office, Alumni Hall
Campus living, The Division of Student Affairs, University of Maine
•
When the polls closed. Ward I. Precinct 1
reported 1,900 voters had turned out, and Martin
said there were about 200 absentee ballots to be
counted. Ward 2 had 1,725 voters plus an undis-
closed number of absentee ballots.
Before yesterday. there were 7,800 regis-
tered voters in Orono. This number also
included some duplicates, however, since stu-
dents who move from one area to another may
be on both lists.
Also not included in that number are the
hundreds of voters who registered yesterda
Martin predicted the actual number of regis-
tered voters is probably much higher, per-
haps 9,000.
No percentages for voter turnout were
available at press time because of the un-
known number of registered voters.
Orono has two wards, divided by the
StillwaterRiver. Ward 1 is divided into two
precincts, with precinct 2 being the Univer-
sity of Maine.
A chance to be appreciated forthat.
bizarre but interesling talent pf
yours
Cash prizes*Mbeawarcied.
Five minute limit onacts.
Sign up at the Union Board
office by Nov. 6.: Limit -254 acts.
No-Major set-up please.
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• Theft
Juveniles involved in UMaine residence hall thefts
By Matt Wickenheiser
Staff Writer
Several local juveniles were recently in-
volved in thefts at the University of Maine
On Oct. 28, a female student reported to
Public Safety that her wallet and makeup kit
had been stolen from her backpack, which
she had left in the Field House.
The time of theft was approximated to be
between 3:45 and 4:30 p.m. When she got
home, she realized the items were missing.
She called her credit card company to
alert them of the theft, and found out her card
had already been used at the Bangor Mall.
Merchandise worth $556 had been
bought from Chess King, Carimar, The Gap,
and Kinney Shoes.
UMaine Investigator William Laughlin
went to the mall and got descriptions of
three young females, one wearing an Old
Town High School jacket, who allegedly
made the purchases.
With the descriptions, Laughlin identi-
fied the women. One was an adult, Erica
Huson, 18, of 18 Somerset St. in Old Town,
and two were juveniles, 15 and 17 years old.
Huson was summonsed to 3rd District
Court in Bangor for theft for Nov. 20; both
youths were referred to juvenile intake work-
ers.
The goods bought with the credit card
were returned to the stores.
A second theft occurred on Halloween
weekend, involving an unlocked door and
65 cassette tapes.
On Oct. 31, a male student in Somerset
Hall reportrd someone had entered his un-
locked room between 12:40 a.m. and 4:50 a.m.
A gold chain, a beaded necklace and 65
cassette tapes, worth about $675, had been
stolen.
The room's desks and bureaus had also
been rifled through.
Both occupants suspected a 15-year-old
female they had been having problems with
earlier.
They told investigating officers Cather-
ine Rumsey and Scott Welch the female
susnect may have been visiting friends in
Oxford Hall.
The officers went to the room and found
two juvenile females, one wearing the jew-
elry that had been stolen from Somerset.
The occupants of the room were not present.
The suspects, from Bangor and Or-
rington, were brought to Public Safety.
When the occupants of the Oxford room
returned, they found a large cardboard box
full of cassette tapes.
One juvenile claimed ignorance, saying
the other had gone into the Somerset room
and returned with the box.
The other said the incident had merely
been a joke.
The Somerset residents pressed theft
charges.
One juvenile was released to her parents
and the other was referred to a juvenile
intake worker because no legal guardian
could be contacted.
All stolen property was returned.
• Board games
Man arrested after playing chess in a public libr
NEW ROCHELLE, N.Y. (AP) — Forget
Fischer and Spassky. Chess-lover Louis Tay-
lor locked a librarian in a contest of wills, and
was checked out in handcuffs.
The 41-yee- old unemployed graphics
artist ignored a "No Board Games" order
posted by his hometown library and got
arrested.
Taylor, who was charged with trespass-
ing, said he feels he's been rooked. The li-
brary says it's a pawn.
3 MOW ISE
INO Mk
1••••••11.
"Chess is not a more equal board game
that any other board game," said Dr. LaRuth
Gray, president of New Rochelle Public Li-
brary's board of trustees.
"Mr. Taylor understands very well the
rules of the library," she said. "'this was not
the first time he and other members of the
public ... have tried to get the library to relax
these rules." She declined to elaborate.
Taylor said he's studied chess with an open
board at other Westchester County libraries:
ROCK
& FILM
POSTER
SALE
& FOREIGN
MOVIF POSTERS
ROCK POSTERS
PHOTOS
& POSTCARDS
SCRIPTS I
NOVEMBER 4-6
FFA ROOM I
MEMORIAL UNION I
One even served him milk and cookies.
A City Court judge will referee the stale-
mated Game 1 of Library vs. Taylor; a pretrial
hearing is set for Nov. 20. Look out for Game
2 — Taylor's threatened lawsuit.
The New York City Public Library wel-
comes chess readers and players, and some of
its branches have reserved chess tables. It's
unclear how many of the nation's 9,076 pub-
lic libraries allow chess boards.
It's also unclear how many months Taylor
had been cogitating over his chessboard in
suburban New Rochelle, and how many times
he may have been asked tc stop.
Shirley Schneider
700 Mt. Hope Ave. Bld. 331
Bangor, Maine 04401
942-0781
Betsy Schneider
194 Main Street
Ellsworth, Maine 04605
667-4446
ELECTROLYSIS CENTER
The only PERMANENT method of unwanted hair removal
for men and women
PROFESSIONAL • CONFIDENTIAL • AFFORDABLE
Free Consultations
• Substance Abuse Treatment Program •
Wellspring Inc. has openings for a live-in volunteer and a
counselor associate for the men's halfway house. This
residential program serves 13 men ages eighteen and older.
• Live-in Volunteer
Supervision of facility, needed Sunday through
Thursday from 10 pm - 7 am beginning in December.
Room and Board are provided for this sleepover
volunteer position. Must be chemical free, have good
listening skills and crisis intervention skills. Excellent
opportunity for students interested in the field of
substance abuse treatment
• Counselor Associate
There is a part time paid position which requires a
basic understanding of substance abuse recovery
issues and the ability to work weekend and overnight
hours. Duties are to provide general supervision of
the program during assigned hours.
• To apply please send resume and cover letters to:
Marianne Pinkham
Wellspring Inc.
98 Cumberland St.
Bangor, ME 04401
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION/EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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• Witches
Mainers say witchcraft gaining popularity in state
By Nicole Austin
Staff Writer
Witchcraft is on the rise in the state of
Maine, according to Widdershins author Judi-
th Monroe.
Monroe's book tells the story of a young
girl named Rachel who realizes one morning
"Witches today worship
the sea, the sky, the sun
and the earth. T'nese
four elements are what
keep us alive."
—Judith Monroe, author
she wants to be a witch. According to Mon-
roe, the book is about a women's journey to
find spirituality.
"Witches today worship the sea, the sky.,
the sun and the earth. These four elements are
what keep us alive.
"Witches do not get involved in sexual
orgies. Witches do not partake in human
sacrifice. Witches do not worship Satan and
witches do not act silly.- she said.
Monroe spoke to a large audience at the
WIC luncheon Tuesday afternoon. The audi-
ence consisted of faculty., students and prac-
ticing witches.
"A good witch draws from every path.-
Wendi Nault. University of Maine sopho-
more and practicing witch. said. "Pagan reli-
gion embraces both light and dark. since they.
are the cycles of nature.-
Monroe claimed that witches are every-
day people.
"Most witches that I have met are middle-
class people such as secretahes. housewives
or doctors.
"All these people are ma common search for
something mystical for their souls." she said.
Monroe described some ntuals she has been
apart of with other witches throughout Maine.
An old Indian ritual of the talking stick is
practiced today by many witches. The stick is
passed around the group in silence unless some-
one's soul needs to talk.
'The talking stick allowed one w omen to
grieve the death of her step-father. I found this
to be loving, touching and very moving."
Monroe said.
Questions were raised about the pow-er
witched hold. One member of the audience
said the power a witch holds is like womer; s
intuition: that witches really do have psychic
capabilities. Monroe agreed witches do in
fact have unusual capabilities.
"Witches possess magic. these women are
able to do things that most people can't.- Mon-
roe said. "Witches are not on a hierarchy. each
person has their ov.ri mystil journey inward."
Author Judith Monroe speaks about witchcraft at Tuesday's WIC Luncheon.
(Adams photo.)
Other practicing witches in the crowd want- Catholicism.- another witch, who wanted to use
ed people to 'mow pagan religion worships her craftname Whiteswan, said.
Mother Earth instead of a being. Monroe closed the discussion by advising
"We see fire as energy, water as emotion and those who are confused to use their spintual
the air as intellect N : ture is more important than sense in practical ways.
• Abortion
Survey says Mainers agree abortion a private issue
PORTLAND. Maine (AP) -- Most
Mainers agree that abortion is a private
decision that should be left to the individual,
not the government, according to a state-
wide survey
However. many Mainers go along with
such restrictions as waiting periods for w om-
en seeking abortions and laws requiring mi-
nors to obtain permission from their parents.
Regardless of whether they character-
AITERY'S TOWING LI USED CARS
Mont: 827-5852 • Pager: 823-9484
\:ig,hts: 827-3710 or 827-3194
24 hr. towing anywhere
63 Main Road, Milford, ME 04461
Major & minor mechanical repairs
AAA assnriated
Only $20 for towing during the day
when we put You back on the road.
"The computer engine tone specialists"
10% discount with MaineC,ard on all labor.
T
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Muslin Contest
The Union Board is in desperate need of new
wall coverings for the Damn Yankee. We are
holding a contest for a new design. A $200
cash prize will be awarded!!!
For deadlines and other information call
The Union Board at 581-1735 or stop by our
office on the 2nd floor in the Union.
izeid themselves as pro-choice, pro-life or
were not sure, 73 percent of those surveyed
in the Guy Gannett-Maine Sunday Tele-
gram poll said they do not support a consti-
tutional ban on abortions.
But 55 percent said abortion is the least
desirable way for a woman to deal v. ith an
unwanted pregnancy. and most do not think
it should be used as birth control.
• 'Very frankly. I don't like killing a pre-
' said Michael Lavigne. 42. who has
one child.
-But I also think it's a crime to bring a
child into the v. orld and have them living in
misery. I have a real problem with people
who want to legislate morality and don't
'.ant to allow women the choice.- said
Lavigne, w hose view s reflected those held
by most respondents
Eight-hundred people ere contacted by
phone Oct 24-r and :he poll results were
pubLished Sunday. The margin of error is
plus or minus 4 percent
Some of :he res,.-vorklqints ho identified
themselves as pro-choice said they opposed
2 portion in all cases except where the moth-
er's life was in danger. Others calling them-
selves pro-life support abortions in cases of
rape. incest or genetic abnormalities.
Six percent said abortion is the most
desirable choice for a pregnant woman in a
troubled situation, while 30 percent say adop-
tion is preferable.
Support for abortion rights v. as strongest
in the southern part of the state and also was
stronger among men.
The poll showed more women back re-
strictions, including a father's right to stop
an abortion.
Women between 18 and 24 were more
supportive of restrictions than their middle-
aged mothers. Abortion-rights activists at-
tribute that to the fact that the younger
women have never known a time when
abortions weren't legal.
"It's none of government's business tell-
ing us what we can and can't do,- said April
McLean, 30. a single mother.
trigijcpr America
"This gathering is turning to Thee. These hearts are radiant with Thy
love. These minds and spirits are exhilarated by the message of Thy
glad tidings. 0 God! Let this American democracy become glorious in
spiritual degrees, even as it has aspired to material degrees. and render
this just government victorious. Confirm this revered nation to upraise
the standard of the oneness of mankind, to promulgate the Most Great
Peace. and to become thereby most glorious and praiseworthy among
all nations of the world. 0 God! This American democracy is worthV
of Thy- favors and deserving of Thy bounty. Make it precious an near
to Thee through Thy bounty and bestowal. — From the Baha'i writings
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EditoriafPage
0 Column
The day after
Bonnie Satterfield
The anticipation I felt on Election Day compared to that of Christmas Eve. I
voted early, partially because I had classes all day long and knew there would be no
line. My real motivation, though, was my love of politics.
This was the first time I went to the polls. I voted absetee the past two years.
For my first vote for president. I wanted to vote in person. I had also decided I have
more at stake in this district now.
I had re-registered about a month ago but in typical bureaucratic fashion, my
card had not been filed into the computer listing. When this problem was solved,
the lady yelled my name and address. She had to repeat it because she mispro-
nounced it. I have to say I was a little disappointed by the voting procedure of hay-izg to complete the arrow with a felt-tip pen. I expected something a little more
technically advanced.
Still, I felt a certain satisfaction with each completed arrow. I couldn't help but
think of how thankful I was for all the people who made it possible for me, a 20-
year-old female American citizen, to vote.
I suppose my interest in politics stems from my upbringing. My exposure to pol-itics was balanced and started early. My mom is a registered Republican and my
dad is a Democrat True, both are really middle-of-the-road party members but the
still found many things to argue about There are, however, boundaries to the ha-
rassment each would take.
I learned to listen to both sides of issues and to read as much as I could about
any candidates. I had to know what I was talking about so I could participate in
supper-time discussions. We even watched almost all of both of the televised party
conventions this year. (OK, so maybe we lead a boring life.)
Sometimes, the more you learn about candidates, the more confused you canbecome. The conventions, rallies and debates are exciting but are filled with rheto-
ric. The more I read, the more I disagreed with specific positions each candidate
took on particular issues. I had to decide who was less of a threat to the future c;
this country than any of the others. My vote for president was cast with no real en-
thusiasm. I'll have to adapt to whomever is chosen and continue to fight for issues Ibelieve in.
Waiting for the election results is like watching a pirg-pong match. Networks broad-
cast projected winners before ihe polls ciosed. You have to be cautious about early re-
sults. Hopefully, no one ends up printing a "Dewey Defeats Truman" headline.
One of the real questions is what will media use for news now? What else is
happening in the world other than the American presidential race anyway?
What will replace campaign commercials? Sure. I'm tired of interviews with
candidates and negative campaigning but they do have greater entertainment value
than the Webber Oil rap commercial and early Christmas advertisements.
I also wonder what the victory parties are like for the winners. Are some sup-
porters sober enough to know if their candidate won?
I hope that candidates take down their campaign signs soon and recycle them if
possible. It's like seeing Christmas wreaths in May when signs are left up after
election day.
Even if your favorite candidate isn't elected or the bond issues you favor aren't
passed. the only wasted vote is one that wasn't cast.
Bonnie Satterfield is a junior English major who hopes her Macintosh is fixed
by C.I.T. repair this week
The Maine Campus
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• Government
Everyday is Election Day
This election year has been like no
other for many reasons.
An independant candidate actually had
a shot at winning. The Democratic candidate
was blasted for adultry and drug use, but still
lead in the polls. The Republican candidate
toppled into a freefall after enjoying record
high polls during the Persian Gulf crisis.
Most importantly, the importance of
discussing issues pulled ahead of mud-
slinging and character attacks. The num-
ber of registered voters surged and both
journalists and politicians seemed to agree
American citizens participated in the po-
litical process like never before.
It's postive to see such involvement,
but what's really essential is follow-up.
The United States must continue to
show the same fervor and passion for
politics after the ballots are counted.
As citizens, we must carefully consid-
er what our elected officials are doing in
government at the local, state, and federal
level. We must continue to call and write
and question whether our representatives
are serving on the right committees and
attending sessions regularly.
As constituents, we should never view
politicians as celebrities. Politicians are
on taxpayers' payroll. They work for you
and I. It is our job to assess their perfor-
mance more than once every election year.
If politicians don't perform, then we
vote them out quickly and decisively. But
don't rely on election year's media cover-
age to influence your next vote.
Start now. Educate yourself. Get ready
for 1996.
40 Election Day
Ekction fever
A cold, damp and steady rain fell on
the area yesterday, but it didn't deter thou-
sands of residents and students from hit-
ting the polls and hitting them hard.
At the Orono Ward Two voting station,
voters stood in line from minutes to over an
hour to cast their ballot in one of the more
important, and closest, elections in recent
history. The young and old alike stood in
line together in line. Babies waited patient-
ly in strollers, while the line crawled along,
winding out the door and up the stairs. The
veteran voters passed the time by recalling
past elections and famous, as well as infa-
mous politicians. Younger and first-time
voters stood quietly silently wondering if
they were in the right place (The majority
were). But a general theme pervaded the
scene, the subject was election and the
feeling was excitement It would take a lot
more than rain to hold this crowd back.
The scene in the newsroom was just as
bad. Students ran in, students ran out Ev-
eryone was asked, "Did you vote?" As the
day grew longer the crowds around the
newsroom TV grew bigger. The AP ma-
chine spit news and more news, facts and
figures mounted. Phrases such as "Thank
God" and "&A%$%&" flew around the
newsroom. With every scream of agony
and defeat, equal cries of "What's going
on?" echoed through other rooms.
Reporters hacked away at computers,
visitors watched TV with the intensity of their
future at stake. Even when it ended, with
everyone in the mom now a political analyst,
it was exciting. The future had been decided
Now while the above portrayal may
be overly dramatic and romantic, it is
nonetheless, accurate. Because no matter
how you look at it, when the American
Democratic process is in full swing and
everyone is in its grasp, it is unbelievably
dramatic and romantic as well.
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NOVEMBER 4 TO NOVEMBER 10
The University of
Maine's
5th Annual
Culturefest
Saturday, November 7
Opening Ceremony
10:00 a.m.
Talent Show
10:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
Style Show
2:20 p.m.
Ancient Cultures of Coastal Peru
exhibit at Hudson Museum
9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
an all day celebration of
cultural diversity
Internship & Summer
Job Search Strategies
Workshop
Monday, November 16
In the Bangor Lounge at 3pm
OR
Thursday, November 19
In the Sutton Lounge at 3:30 pm
Both lounges in the Union
For more info. call 1349
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THE MALL
Europa, Europa is
based on the memoirs
of Solomon Perel, a
German Jew who
spent much of World
War II passing for an
Aryan in an elite
Hitler Youth Academy
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4
EVENT
MEETING
MOVIE
EVENT
SPEAKER
MEETING
MEETING
MEETING
MEETING
MEETING
MEETING
SPEAKER
MEETING
MEETING
MEETING
MOVIE
MOVIE
Food Fair 0 Memorial Union Lown Room 0 All day event
Sharing Circle for Healing Racism 0 For those interested in healing their own
racism 0 Memorial Union 1912 Room 0 11:00 a.m. 0 Every Wednesday 0
Sponsored by the Bahai Club
The Manchurian Candidate 0 No Popcorn Cinema 0 Memorial Union Nutter
Lounge 0 12:00 noon 0 Sponsored by The Union Board
Modern Brides 0 Film and discussion from Cradle to Grave Series, Rites of
Passage 0 Maine Center for the Arts Bodwell Dining Area 0 12:10 p.m. & 4:30
P.m.
Franco-Americans and the Politics of History 0 Part of Breaking the Silence: A
Series Exploring Neglected Dimensions of the Franco-American Experience 0
Memorial Union Sutton Lounge 0 3:15 p.m.
Writing College Papers 0 Study Skill Series 0 Memorial Union North Bangor
Lounge 03:15 p.m.
AA meeting 0 Memorial Union Old Town Room 0 4:00 p.m. 0 Every Wednesday
Student Alumni Association 0 Crossland Alumni Center across from Alfond 0
6:00 p.m. 0 Every Wednesday
Circle K Meeting 0 Service, Leadership and Friendship opportunities 0 Memorial
Union Bangor Lounge 0 6:30 p.m. 0 Every Wednesday
Biology Club 0 Open to all students interested in Biology 0 Deering Hall 101c 0
7:00 p.m. 0 Every Wednesday
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5
Alanon 0 Memorial Union Old Town Room 0 11:00 a.m. 0 Every Thursday
The Republicans, Free Trade and You 0 Part of the Socialist & Marxist
Luncheon Series 0 Memorial Union Bangor Lounge 0 12:20 p.m.
Spanish Club 0 207 Little Hall 0 3:15 p.m.
The Maine Peace Action Committee 0 10 Maples 0 4:00 p.m. 0 Every Thursday
Wilde-Stein Club 0 Interested in discussing gay, lesbian, bisexual issues and
planning gay, lesbian, bisexual activities 0 Memorial Union Sutton Lounge 0 6:30
p.m. 0 Every Thursday
DUCK Soup 0 No Popcorn Cinema 0 Memorial Union Nutter Lounge 0 7:00 p.m.
0 Sponsored by The Union Board
Europa, Europa 0 Not At The Mall Film Series 0 Hauck Auditorium 0 7:00 &
9:30 p.m. 0 Admission
PERFORMANCE Shanghai Acrobats 0 Spectacular show combines the incredible athletic skills
and hilarious comedy of the Shanghai Acrobats Troupe with the grace and
splendor of the Dance Theatre 0 At the Maine Center for the Arts 0 7:00 p.m- 0Admission
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5 (CoNT)
MEETING
MOVIE
I EVENT
EVENT
MEETING
EVENT
EVENT
MEETING
MOVIE
EVENT
Campus Crusade For Christ 0 Memorial Union North Bangor Lounge 0 7:30
p.m. 0 Every Thursday
It's A Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad World 0 Part of the Thursday Night Coffee
House 0 At the Ram's Horn located just past York Village 0 7:30 p.m.
Thursday Night at the Bear's Den with Sister Blue 0 Memorial Union Bear's
Den 0 8:00 p.m.
Will Turner For a Night of Acoustic and Electric Guitar 0 Sounds starting in
Latin guitar work to good ` ole Rhythm N' Blues 0 Part of the Thursday Night
Coffee House 0 Slices of pizza for 750 and beer with I.D. 0 At the Ram's Horn,
located just past York Village 09:30 p.m.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6
Overeaters Anonymous 0 Memorial Union Old Town Room 0 12:00 noon 0
Every Friday
Wednesday Night Band 0 T.G.I.F. 0 Memorial Union Bangor Lounge 0 12:15 p.m.
0 Sponsored by The Union Board
International Students Coffee House 0 Relaxed conversation, Intercultural
Programs, discussion of intern topics ect. 0 Memorial Union Bangor Lounge 0
4:00 p.m. 0 Every Friday
Inter Christian Varsity Fellowship 0 large Group Meetings 0 Memorial Union
Bangor Lounge 0 7:00 p.m. 0 Every Friday
The Manchurian Candidate 0 No Popcorn Cinema 0 Memorial Union Nutter
Lounge 0 7:00 p.m.
Judi Bari and Darryl Cheney on Earth First 0 100 Nutting Hall 07:30 p.m.
PERFORMANCE Emlen Drayton and guest comedians 0 Comedy Cafe Series 0 Memorial Union
Damn Yankee 0 9:00 p.m. 0 Admission
EVENT
SPORTS
MOVIE
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7
The Fifth Annual Cultu Test World Fair 0 ALL DAY EVENT
UMaine Football V.S. Boston University 0 Taking place in Portland 0 1:00 p.m.
0 Admission
Lethal Weapon 3 0 Hauck Auditorium 0 6:30 & 9:15 p.m. 0 Admission
PERFORMANCE Diane Roscetd and Guests in Recital 0 120 Lord Hall 0 8:00 p.m.
PERFORMANCE Andes Manta 0 Andean folk music with a variety of indigenous instrument
s 0
Maine Center for the Arts 0 8:00 p.m. 0 Admission
EVENT Dance with DJ. 0 Cash bar with I.D. 0 First year students 1$, Upperclassmen 2$
0 Memorial Union Damn Yankee 9:00-12:00 a.m. 0 Sponsored by Sophomore
Eagles and Owlsa
egvicitt,
Need to shop but can't
make it to the mall?
1[5uojilljuie+-=P
Take the
Shuttle Bus
on Friday nights
leaving from the steps of the
library at 5pm and returns
at 7 pm
Brought to you by
Alpha Phi Omega
Substance Abuse Services
and Gamma Sigma Sigma
The
Soup
Kitchen
Serving fine
vegetarian meals
At the damn yankee
Monday-Thursday
Open 5:00-6:30 p.m.
Volunteer Oppurtunities:
GAB-Getting Aquanted
Better
Offers a chance to spend time with
an international student on campus
on a minimum basis of one hour a
week
Greater Bangor Area
Shelter
Needs volunteers to work weekends
with guests and staff
A Chance to move with your
community
Interested persons can contact
the VOICE office in the main
floor of the Union or call
Jennifer at 1796
UMaine's undergraduate
literary magazine, The Maine
Review is accepting art
submissions for the fall
edition as well as poetry and
prose. For more info, contact
Jill all -6496
MOVIE
MEETING
MEETING
MEETING
MEETING
EVE NT
SPEAKER
MEETING
EVENT
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 8
"Maine Dance Meeting 0 Organizational Meeting 0 You do not need to be a
dancer to join; all are welcome 0 Lengyel Dance Studio 0 6:00 p.m. 0 For more
Info. call 581-4070
5,000 Fingers of Dr. T 0 Celluloid Sunday Film Series 0 At the Ram's Horn just
past York Village 0 7:0Q p.m. 0 Admission
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 9
Blazing Saddles 0 No Popcorn Cinema 0 Memorial Union Nutter Lounge 0
12:00 p.m. 0 Sponsored by The Union Board
Single Parent Support Group 0 Memorial Union 1912 Room 0 12:10 p.m. 0
Every Monday
Rain's Horn Organizational Meeting 0 Ram's Horn 0 5:00 p.m.
Maine Animal Club 0 Library of Rogers Hall 0 for more info. call Fiona
Bancroft 0 6:00 p.m.
Student Environmental Action Coalition 0 Memorial Union Sutton Lounge 0
6:30 p.m. every Monday
Monday Night Football at the Bear's Den 0 Win your own football party pack:
a case of chips, a case of soda, two dozen hot dogs and rolls. A hot dog, chips
and a soda for a dollar 0 Sponsored by Bear's Den Dining Services 0 9:00 p.m.
TliESDAY, i'NTOVEMBER 10
A Vindiction of the Rights of Women: Where Are We 200 Years Later? 0 Part
of Women in the Curriculum Lunch Series 0 A panel presentation 0 Memorial
Union Bangor Lounge 0 12:15 p.m.
OCB 0 Memorial Union 1955 Room 0 5:30 p.m.
Maine Review Poetry Reading 0 Ram's Horn 0 7:30 p.m.
MEDIA SERVICES
Editor: John Redford VOLUME VI, ISSUE VIII Graphic Editor: Tim Carrier
The Campus Crier is a service provided by ASAP Media Services to the students at the University
of Maine. It is a student-run calendar listing information on artistic, educational and spiritual
programs. It offers free listings of all student-related events and activities. If you have something
going-on, take advantage of our services! Write date, time, place of event, cost if any, and shortdescription of event. Also attach your organization name and number. Send all submissions to:The Campus Crier, 16 Chadborne Hall or call at 581-4359. The deadline is the Friday beforethe !istings appear.
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• The Red Cross
The gift of life should not be discriminated
To the Editor.
There are many things on this campus
that make me angry . In fact I have just such
a list up in my office in the Union. On this
list in big bold letters are the words "AMER-
ICAN RED CROSS." The American Red
Cross' policy does not allow gay men to
give blood is very homophobic and simply
without foundation. I tried to give blood last
year but. I was turned down. Giving blood
has always been a very important part of my
life and it really upset me to find out that I
was never going to be allowed to give blood
again. My name was put on a list of "people
who have a high risk of carrying infection."
The reason: Because I had sex with a man
who had a homosexual experience. This all
happened last year at the end of the spring
semester. Well, I let it go until just recently.
But, I am sick and tired of walking through
the Union and having someone ask me to
give blood. I always tell them I can't and
walk away feeling like I have some sticker
on my forehead that says infected.
I called the national headquarters of the
American Red Cross blood bank and asked
them why I couldn't give blood. The woman
answered that I could give blood and the rule
had just changed. She said that the Red
Cross had just put 12 month limits on all of
their questions, except for man to man sex.
For example, if I was a man and had had sex
with a female prostitute as long as it was
more than 12 months ago I could give blood.
Well, I then asked her why this didn't apply
to men who have sex with men. She stated
that homosexual men (in the Red Cross'
• Men
Movement is necessary
To the Editor:
Regarding Asa Baber's talk on Oct. 29,
and to a large extent, tile "Men's Movement"
as a whole:
To the extent to which the men's move-
ment succeeds in providing an avenue for the
self understanding and personal growth of
men, both individually and collectively, I
think that we can all agree that it is a valuable
and needed movement. However, the need
for such a movement must not be allowed to
serve as a fig-leaf for what is often the subtext
of the agenda of such groups.
As? veteran of several men's groups, (my
current group and I have been together for
almost four years), I know that the "search for
growth" sometimes turns into a search for the
validation of whatever it is that we want to do
anyway. It is my experience from within
men's groups that the process can become one
of justifying our current means of expressing
aggression an "the warrior spirit," rather than
seeking new and socially beneficial means to
express such needs. To the extent to which we
can help a man channel his aggression into
ways which are positive for both he and
society such a movement is beneficial. When
it evolved into making a man feel better about
the fact that he is violent the movement has
neither value nor legitimacy.
Men and women are both the bearers of
great pain in our society — Mr. Baber is
correct in suggesting that we need to get past
arguing over who's pain is the greatest, so that
we can move on to alleviating that pain. This
is not to suggest, though, that granting that we
all feel pain means that we should therefore
ignore the cause of that pain.
For a variety of societal and physical
reasons, men are often the holders of power
in our society. Perhaps the reason that the
men's movement is often received with
such fear and distrust is that while demand-
ing recognition for the fact that men are in
pain, it rarely acknowledges that it is often
the case that men are also the principle
cause of such pain for others — both men
and women. In its search for a focus on the
hurt that men cause others, however, dis-
trust and fear will justifiably continue to
accompany it's efforts.
Michael Bush
Orono
• Abortion
Inform those interested
To the Editoi
Frequently in the Memonal IJnion there is
a table set up either by the Maine Right to Life
Committee (MRLC) or by the National Abor-
tion Rights Action League (NARAL). I have
noticed a striking difference between these
tables.
The MRLC table is full of materials in-
forming people why the group takes the stand
that they do. The format is very educational
and invites anyone to come up and talk abut
the issue.
The NARAL table, on the other hand,
never seems to have any material of educa-
tional nature. Instead of inviting everyone to
come up and consider the issue in the light of
what information they may have, the table
merely calls for those who agree with them to
rally to their support. I wonder why this is so.
I encourage the NARAL group on campus to
operate in a manner that promotes learning
and fosters communication.
Ward Ricker
Orono
eyes) still pose the highest risk of infection.
Well, I hate to burst the Red Crosses bubble
but, the largest growing population of HIV
infected people are heterosexual women. I
also stated that AIDS isn't just a gay man's
disease anymore. I asked the American Red
Cross why they didn't ask men if they have
had unsafe sex in the last 12 months. The
Red Cross would respond to that they didn't
need to because every pint of blood taken is
tested for HIV. Well, my next question was,
if every pint of blood is tested then why are
gay men not allowed to give blood? They
answered by telling me that gay men were
such a risk that they couldn't take the risk
that the test could be wrong. I then asked
them if they would ever put a question on the
blood donor sheet that asked heterosexual
women if they have had unprotected sex
•
with a man in the last 12 months. The Red
Cross stated they didn't feel that the ques-
tion would be added because the red cross
feels most women who have HIV got it from
having sex with Bi-Sexual men or IV drug
users. I called the Center for Disease
Control in Washington and they had never
heard of such a statistic. Am I th:. only
person who thinks the Red Cross needs to
get its head out of the sand? I realize that the
Red Cross does good work but it is time for
them to change their policies. And, as for
me giving blood, I now am able to. But, I
refuse to give blood to an organization that
discriminates against my friends in the gay
community.
Jill Harmon
Old Town
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• The economy
Don't overestimate debt
To the Editor:
I have heard much criticism about our debt
that goes unchallenged through the popular
media. One who reads business periodicals
has a different view on this subject. We could
look at the national debt as trillions of dollars
and shake at the shear size.
Let us ponder the feeling of seeing a one
million dollar debt on our credit cards. 1 would
bet the vast majority of us do not have person-
al incomes that come close to this figure. Now
compare your income with Du Pont's
$28,707,000,000 income for the first nine
months of this year. When looking at the debt,
one should consider private debt and also
one's income to show the ability to pay.
If we add household, corporate, and gov-
ernment debt, then take this debt as a per-
centage of what we produce, we come to 197
percent of G .D. P. in1990. This number shows
our relative ability to pay our debt, both
public and private. Holy cow: 197 percent!
We have the largest economy in the world,
producing over $6 trillion worth of goods
and services here in the United States and
every year. In fact, Americans produce more
than the next five largest economies com-
bined. Our nearest competitor is Japan. So,
what is the ability to service their debt? The
Japanese had debts totalling 283 percent of
G.D.P. in 1990! That's an 86 percentage
point difference!!!
I'm not trying to say that our debt is fine,
but rather that one must put it into perspective.
This debt crisis Reagan left us and Bush is
giving us, is yet another gross manipulation to
down the miracles that we the American
people, are accomplishing every day.
Song Kamm
Finance major
What's your opinion? Send a letter to the editor and let the 
world know!
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IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
While others may credit luck for our success
with money; you actually rely oa you finely
tuned intuition and carefully cultivated fi-
nancial savvy to guide you. Your conduct
outside of normal working hours also con-
tributes to your success. When you're inter-
ested in a subject, time of day holds little
meaning. A tendency to make harsh de-
mands on others must be avoided however.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Money
could become tight as an anticipated loan
could fall through. Before you start feeling
sorry for yourself, observe the grace with
which an older friend handles problems and
learn from their example.
TAURUS (April 20- May 20): Problems
with your boss could manifest as conflicts that
threaten to undermine a current project. Do
what you can to steer clear of trouble.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): Although
you recognize the importance of an upcom-
ing exam, outside distractions make it hard
to concentrate on the task at hand. Stress
could affect you physically, so try to address
the symptoms early.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): You may
have to call on your reserves of energy in
order to overcome the obstacles that you
face. A meddling family member may try to
block your pursuit of romance, but you
should have none of it!
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): You may find
yourself fighting to stave off depression due
to the unusually heavy demands placed on
you by others. Take control of the situation.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Commu-
nication breakdowns make an already diffi-
cult task that much harder as the haze that
has descended on your mind dulls the men-
tal edge necessary to solve problems that
crop up. Put off important decisions.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Plans may
have to be put on hold due to a lack of
financing as family concerns take prece-
dence over other matters. A child may re-
quire more financial and emotional support
than usual.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23- Nov. 21): A rela-
tive who has fallen on hard times may re-
quire your help.Stepping in on their behalf
can be a rewarding experience. Do what you
can without getting dragged down yourself.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21):
The inability to express what is bothering
you puts you in a foul mood. A loss of
serenity could endanger your health: do
what you must to unburden your mind so
you can go about your business.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 -Jan. 19) Tight
cash flow may prevent you from doing what
you would like, but don't despair as things
are bound to improve soon! In the mean-
time, avoid embarrassment by knowing ex-
actly what funds are available!
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18):Your
reputation among co-workers flies in the
face of biased reports submitted by superi-
ors, indicating that you have the skill and
know-how but may he going nowhere in
Wilt situation!
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): What
starts as a temporary delm in travel plans
could stretch out indefinitely, forcing you to
resign \ 'ourself to the fact that you just won' t
he able to get av.a. tor av hi le. Make the best
ot the situation
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Your Daily
iHoroscope Enterta n
By Carl Paul
For Thursday, November 5
IF TODAY IS YOUR 111 R 11I!) ‘NI
Mysterious and magnetic, you ale able to
subtly influence events and skillfully ma-
neuvei people to your personal advantage.
Although an intensely passionate person
with strong opinions, you also possess strong
emotional control that enables you to re-
main cool and collected in the face of ex-
treme pressure, and come up with the right
decisions.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): The
source of an unusual invitation should be
cause for concern. The opportunity may be
tempting, but if you're skeptical of the mo-
tivation then you should politely decline
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): When
you look good you feel better about your-
self, and presenting a professional image is
crucial to your success. Take the time to
upgrade your wardrobe and have some fun
doing it!
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): Put shine
on your dancing shoes in anticipation of an
evening on the town! Avoid frivilous spend-
ing this afternoon, regardless of the tempta-
tion, so you can enjoy yourself more freely
tonight!
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): A friend
may be so taken by a recent romantic en-
counter that they can't resist the urge to kiss
and tell. Find an excuse to get away if you're
getting more detailed information than you
really want to hear.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): The ability to
put a positive spin on a situation makes it
,-asier to rally others to your cause. Your
easygoing nature and sense of humor keeps
everything in proper perspective.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): You may
be uncharacteristically impatient and im-
pulsive during this cycle, causing you to
make hasty decisions that could come back
to haunt you. Give your self time to consider
the available options.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): A quick
mind allows you to think on your feet and
stay a jump ahead of the competition! While
others may panic in the middle of the action,
you shine!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23- Nov. 21): Try not
to become so enamored with the big picture
that you ignore the details which up the
foundation for your plans. The solution to a
nagging problem may be staring you in the
face, just open your eyes.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
An unexpected turn of events throws a
wrench into your plans and makes for a very
trying day. Don't force your ideas on to hers
or your efforts will backfire.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) As-
suming complete responsibility for anxiety-
ridden tasks could soon have you climbing
the walls. Put such stressful activity on the
shelf for now and take it slow and easy'
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 181: Even
though you may want to lose weight and get
in better shape, resorting to extreme mea-
sures is not the way to accomplish your
goals. Eat more intelligently and exercise:
don't starve yourself.
PISCES (Feb. 19- March 20): Appear-
ances are often decei-ing and this is certain-
ly the case in a family issue. Sift carefully
through the facts before rendering a judge-
ment. as what seems to be the crux of the
issue is only the tip of the iceberg'
Doonesbury
Doonesbury
ntPages
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New York Times Daily Crossword No. 0922
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4 Make time for
$ Watt's fuel
• Grant and
Middlecoff
7 'Baby, Take
--." 1934
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• Vein of ore
II Sketched
10 Hash mark
11 Dudley or
Marianne
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finally
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22 Selves
30 Bacillus
32 Kind of dancer
33 A son of Zeus
34 Yes votes
34 Linen marking
36" sow
34 Got along
26 Times for
soirees
43 -On the run' is
one
44 Blow or Palooka
45 Severe
46 Biblical
measurement
47 Carries dad
44 7,n-whistle
SC7und
so see
Si Singer Guthrie
52 Void's partner
53 Obtective
54 Golfer Irwin
$s Beat pounder
54 Owned
Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone. 1-900-420
5656 (75C each minute)
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon. or stop by the ofTice in the
basement of Lord Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career.
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute. which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
I today — 1400-728-3036.
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• Art exhibit
Visiting professor exhibits collection of sculpture
By Jody Myers
Staff Writer
At Carnegie Hall this week, visiting Pro-
fessor Catherine Murray exhibits a blend of
drawings and sculptures she calls "Discov-
ering Life"
The sculptures are comprised mainly of
ferro-cement, graphite and paint. Many rest
directly on the gallery floor and are present-
ed with wood or copper. They all represent
underlying themes and stories pertaining to
the artist's life.
"This work is derived from my interest
in nature and organic form," Murray said.
"It's part of an evolution that's been going
on for 36 years now."
Murray said her work is "process orient-
ed." That is. developing ideas and working
with material is as important as the final
product.
"An analogy would be, for an athlete, the
process of training is as important as an
actual competition," she said.
Murray's process begins with pencil
drawings. She sketches images much as
they appear in real life, and this process
"clears her head" and "gives her ideas."
She then enters the studio and creates
sculptures based on initial sketches, which
eventually take on a more abstract dimension.
"The sculpture is really different from
stuff we normally show," Carnegie Museum
Director Charles Shepard said. He said when
initially looking at slides of Murray's exhibit,
he found the artwork "quite curious."
_
COUPON
MILLER'S
FAMOUS 2 OFF
SALAD BAR
BUFFET 
expires 11/24/92Good anytime, excludes private rooms.
each adult in your party
with this coupon.
FT'S
427 Atiitie SirtAti, BaligiK, • -942-6 36 I
sponsored by Senior Council
Saturday, November 7,
9pm 1am
Drink Specials
Tickets are available
by calling x4150
or pay a $3 cover charge
at the door.
He said he knew he wanted to show
Murray's work when he spoke with her.
"I was intrigued by such a combination
of abstract form and natural form," Shepard
said.
Murray described her work as having
"layers of meaning." For her, the stories and
feelings she experiences while creating piec-
es directly influence the outcome.
"Life informs work," she said. "So, you're
connected to ihe past."
One of Murray's sculptures looks like a
large seed, approximately four feet in diam-
eter. It is titled "Farmer's Soul" and is mod-
eled after her father. She spoke of its stoic
nature. its formality.
Another sculpture resembles a heart lean-
ing into what could be perceived as a trumpet.
"All these pieces have to do with life,"
she said. "They have to do with seeds, ves-
sels, containing, giving."
Murray also said her artwork is very
sexual. "When I'm working, 1 see a pro-
found connection with fertility."
Much of her work is made of graphite;
she considers it an "incredibly beautiful, but
simple material." She said graphite "has
richness on a piece of paper, and richness on
a piece of sculpture."
Murray has a B.A. in sculpture from Port-
land State university in Oregon, and a Mas-
ters in fine arts from the University of Mon-
tana. She is an assistant professor for the
1992-1993 year at the University of Maine.
Her philosophy of highlighting the pro-
cess rather than the finished product has
been well received, Shepherd said.
"The enthusiasm among students has
shot up 2,000 percent," he said. "We are
lucky to have her."
Murray's exhibit will be in Carnegie
Hall until Friday. The museum at Carnegie
is open weekdays 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and
upon request.
• Hair
Singers agree to public haircuts
KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia (AP) —
Singers from two rock groups barred from
radio and television because of their long
hair received public haircuts from a govern-
ment official on Sunday, symbolically end-
ing the ban.
The Home Affairs Ministry had banned
long-haired performers from radio and
television in February, but the rock trios
Search and Wings had held out, saying
they feared losing their identities and their
fans.
But with bookings declining, they agreed
to haircuts.
On the television program "Good Morn-
ing. Malaysia," male singers Amy of Search
and Awi of Wings represented their groups
for the haircut by Information Minister
Mohamad Rahmat.
Mohamed Rahmat said the Malaysian
government was trying to "promote healthy
values." Many foreign rock groups, he said.
influence the young to behave in an "unciv-
ilized manner "
IEEE Will be Touring the Orrington
Sub-Station November 4th
We Will get the chance to examine the station's:
• power transformation equipment
satellite communications links
computer facilities
• rand much more!
Those interested shmild sign up in the EE office Today.
The tour will meet in the lobby in front of 153 Barrows Hall at
2:45pm for a 3p..r, departure. Transportation will be provided.
Hillel Jewish
StucicilL Organization
would like to invite all faculty staff and
students to a potluck supper on Thursday,
, November 5 at 6pm in the
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
Afterwards we will be attending
the 7pm showing of
Europa Europa.
Questions?
Contact Shoshana at 1-1789.
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• ROTC
ROTC students
receive
internships
By Cana Gray
Volunteer Writer
Two members of the University of
Maine Air Force ROTC have recently
received opportunities in their field.
For 12 weeks last summer, Robert
Hume Jr., now deputy commander of
Operations for UMaine's Air Force
ROTC, worked in the field of politics
through a UMaine summer internship
program.
Directed by Kenneth Palmer, proles-
sot of Political Science, the intern pro-
gram gave Hume the opportunity to work
as part of Senator William Cohen's staff.
Flume's responsibilities involved as-
sisting governmental agencies and work-
ing on special projects. He also did case
work on social security, civil service, mil-
itary affairs, immigration and Laturaliza-
non.
As part of Senator Cohen's staff, Hume
accompanied other staff members to var-
ious meetings, helped with Senator Co-
hen's public forums and represented his
office at various functions.
"Working with Senator Cohen's of-
fice this summer was an excellent experi-
ence." Hume said.
In °dm ROTC business, Andrew J.
Laffely has been awarded a Science and
Engineering Research Semester (SERS
program.
The SERS program is a national pro-
gram open to all U.S. undergraduate sci-
ence and engineering students. Each stu-
dent applying must choose one of six
governmentally funded research labora-
tories.
Last March, Laffely applied to the
Department of Energy for entrance into
the program. He was selected for his first
choice at the Los Alamos National Labo-
ratory in Los Alamos, N.M.
—Ile professionals at Los Alamos have
a well
-established reputation for being in
the forefront of research," Laffely said.
He said he is planning to spend his last
year of college at the laboratory, working
on the development of an Optical Sensor
Calibration Capability.
"This involves creating a Tractible
Calibration system by which to character-
ize optical sensors as a function of wave-
length," Laffely said.
Laffely has applied to the University
of Maine graduate school Electrical Engi-
neenng program for spring 1993.
Fral Service Minn
tssr .4en, Women & Children
11Sfiral t men Toes-Fri Sat (1-2bY APPI
Hair Lane skin Care
• sds tuto
•Bloss or, 'Sniff*
•Penns
•Colot,ng
• tunencan FIK111
•Furopean Fiscal
•Borit
• Aromathetaps
•Spa Rods Treatment
•Candttxtrung • Rods 'X mina
•Make-osers
•Lash & Brow Tantir•
Nail Care
•Manteures
-Salk Overlas
•Sdk Extensaoris
• urvbc NM Tips
•Sculpiured Sias
•Pedscures
20% off
all services with this ad*
942-5111
S Stillwater Ave Bangor
orner of Pine & Stillwater Ave
expires December 22,1992
• Announcement
Lesbian Couple's wedding announcement
brings national attention
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — When Sara
Strandtman and Karen Umminger planned
their maniage, they went the traditional
route.
They booked a church and invited family
and friends. At the wedding, they wore
white and carried bouquets, had a flower girl
and attendants, and shared the first dance.
They also bought a wedding announce-
ment in the Austin Amertcan-Statesman,
topped by their picture. That lifted their July
ceremony out of the realm of personal cele-
bration and into the public spotlight.
The announcement was met with letters
and telephone calls to the newspaper from
people on both sides. The flap also resulted
in an appearance on Phil Donahue's televi-
sion show.
it just felt surrealistic." said Ms.
Strandtman, 37, who got word of the contro-
versy from a friend.
"He said, 'I just wanted to tell you that
your wedding was beautiful, I am so glad
that I participated in it, thank you, it was a
great experience. And did you know that
you were the lead story on the 6 o'clock
news?" she recalled.
"So we watched, and there was our
announcement picture as big as the whole
television screen and I went — 'This isn't
happening.' "
The ad was the first wedding announce-
ment in the American-Statesman by a same-
sex couple, said publisher Roger Kintzel.
The newspaper previously had run homo-
seual-oriented personal ads and memorial
notices, as well as an engagement notice by
Ms. Strandiman and Ms. Ununinger.
"I think we did the right thing," Kintzel
said. "We didn't do it to gain any notoriety.
We did it because we thought. and still do
think, we're honoring a part of the diversity
of the community."
Newspapers elsewhere around the coun-
try have run similar announcements.
Ms. Umrninger, 41, said she and Ms.
Strandtman wanted their picture in the paper
to contradict "whatever it is people think
lesbians look like."
Ms. Umminger attends the liniversity of
Texas, where she is pursuing a master's
degree in social work. Ms. Strandtman, who
has an anthropology degree, is a university
administrator.
"We wanted to make a statement about
a celebration of life ... to really support our
rite of passage, our ceremony," Ms. Strandt-
man said. "This is a big deal ... and this is the
way that our society provides to say, hey.
this is a big deal. So we used it."
\ \C1\(, ill F RI I (.101111 FQI \1) RI RI \ I ' •
WE'VE PUT A NEW SPIN
ON INVESTING WITH TIAA-CREF
TIAA-CREF, our goal has always
been to make your retirement dollars
go farther. Now, they can go as far as
London, Frankfurt or Tokyo—or anywhere
else in the world where financial oppor-
tunities seem promising—with our new
CREF Global Equities Account.
THE CREF GLOBAL EQUITIES
ACCOUNT EXPANDS THE HORIZON
FOR RETIREMENT SAVINGS.
The CREF Global Equities Account is
an actively-managed portfolio of both
foreign and domestic stocks selected for
diversity and growth potential. As part of
a wide range of annuity and investment
alternatives already offered by flAA-CREE
it can increase your ability to create a more
balanced, well-rounded retirement plan.
While returns may vary over time. the
CREF Global Equities Account is based
on CREF's already-existing strength
and the long-term approach to investing
that has made TIAA-CREF America's
preeminent pension organization.
WHEN IT COMES TO
FOREIGN INVESTING, WE'RE
ON FAMILIAR GROUND.
We've been speaking the language of
foreign investing for nearly twenty years.
That's when we pioneered investing pension
funds on an international level. All those
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it'
years of research, market analysis and
cultivation of regional contacts have given
us special insight into the risks and rewards
of today's global marketplace.
DISCOVER MORE ABOUT OUR
NEW GLOBAL EQUITIES ACCOUNT,
The CREF Global Equities Account is
offered through your TIAA-CREF retire-
ment annuities, subject to the provisions of
your employer's retirement plan. It is auto-
matically available for TIAA-CREF Supple-
mental Retirement Annuities (SRAs).
To find out more about the CREF
Global Equities Account or TIAA-CREF's
other annuity and investment alternatives,
send for our free brochure. Or call
1 800-842-2776.
You'll find that at T1AA-C REF, our
world revolves around helping you build a
secure and rewarding future.
SEND FOR
OUR FREE BOOKLET
The CREF Globeti Eqoutiew Aeroeuet —
A IiiveldnfOpperim.ut, and learn more
about this exciting nes*: CREF Account.
1Vla11 this coupon to. TlAA-C REF.
Dept. QC. 730 Third Avenue. Ness
NY 10017. Or call 1 800-8.42-2776.
Nome (Please print /
....•••••••••••
•
.-11d(ree.,
Ca!, Shrte
birrioamo (Full nal".
Tale Discs*: Plow(
TIAA-CRE-F Peetkvalet
Yee
If,..,, .Seerl Seared!
CREF certificates are distributed tir.i TIAA-CFtEF Individual and Institutional Ser. ices For more complete information.
including charges and expenses rail I 800-542-2753. ent SS09 for a prospectus Read the prospect us carefulky before you invest or send rnones
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Study shows many Maine children victims of hungerBy Karla Stansbury
Volunteer Writer
Estimates show 23,500 Maine children
are hungry, and an additional 27,700 are at
risk of hunger.
These estimates are based on studiesdone in seven states by the Community
Childhood Hunger Identification Project(CCHIP).
William Whitaker. a University of Maine
associate professor of social work, and Deir-dre Mageean, assistant professor of public
administration, are leading a study on child-hood hunger in Maine.
"We of course, don't know what we're
going to find. My guess is that those figures[23,500 and 27,700] are conservative based
on what's been happening in the state in the
last couple of years," Whitaker said in a
recen: press release.
The statewide study, now underway,
will show the extent of childhood hunger in
Maine. The findings, based on a scientific
survey, will be released in February.
"The purpose of the study is to find out
what the situation is and use that informa-
tion for a major program of public educa-
tion, research and community service in an
attempt to make a difference," Whitaker
said.
The survey is being conducted in 31
Maine communities.
It is part of a national CCHIP, spon-
sored by the Food Research and Action
Center of Washington, D.C. in cooperation
with the Maine Coalition for Food Security(MCFS).
GOLD • FR.‘,IL1 DIAMONDS • GUNS • WATCHES • RINGS • MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
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t Stores to Serve You- 'We Buy Anything Worth Buying"
Wise Trading Company
31 Washington Street • Penobscot Plaza • Bangor • 945-6648
C/S
• BUY, SELL, & TRADE • aGold, Silver, Diamonds, Guns, Musical Instruments,Watches, Rings, Cameras, Antiques, TV's & Tools crf=
0
•TOOLS • GOLD • CAMERAS • SILVER • DIAMONDS • MUSICAL. INSTRUMENTS • ETC. 
Serving You From 5 Locations across the state:Bath • Portland • Lewiston • Augusta • Bangor
If you are a Zoology/
Biology B.A. Student or
are majoring in Medical
Technology or Medical
Cytotechnology
YOU arc required to take
and pass rh JUNIOR
ENGLISH PROFICIENCY
EXAM.
If you are a Junior (or
Senior who has not passed
this exam), it is required
for graduation.
It will be offered on
Wednesday, November
4, 1992 @ 7pm in 102
Murray Hall
Studies have been completed in 10 states
already and 10 more will be done this year.
After findings are reported, the Maine
CCHIP Policy Advisory Committee will
make policy recommendations.
The $300,000 project coosists of a two-
year education and advocacy program to
fight hunger among Maine's low-income
residents.
It is being funded by private founda-
tions. state and federal agencies, Maine
business and statewide anti-hunger and
advocacy groups. The study is a com-
bined effort between the University of
Maine Margaret Chase Smith Center for
Public Policy and the Maine Nutrition
Council.
The survey consists of interviews with
approximately 514 households making less
than $25,000 for a family of four and have
a child under 12. They will be asked vari-
ous questions such as whether they feel
their children get enough to eat, and if not,
what they think the cause is. Many of the
interviewers also fall into the low-income
bracket.
Some people being interviewed are be-
coming involved in ways such as testifying
or working with the coalition, Whitaker
said.
"They have not seen a way to make adifference and feel helpless, and now are
seeing a way to help others like them-
selves.
"The survey will help people realize that
they shouldn't be embarrassed, the programs
are there and that is there purpose," Whitak-
er said.
Whitaker has been working on hunger-
related policy during his career.
"If projections are true, taking all into
consideration, rate in Maine is probably
very close to the national average," he said.
Whitaker said the study should open
new doors at local, state and national
levels.
The MCFS is laying the groundwork
for following up on the study. "People are
going to demand that this be solved." Wh-
itaker said.
He said things that can help are expan-
sion of existing programs and spreading the
word about programs. Anyone interested in
helping with the hunger problem should
contact Pam Simon, MCFS coordinator, at
866-3462.
Take-Out Service
Banquet Facilities
Gift Centficates r
lr
OALUENTIac
RESTAURANT IR LOUNGE
Bongo( Moll Bodevord, next to tne Cinema
Bongcx. Maine
947-6969
Finest
Oriental Cuisine
‘-‘.1
 Since 1979._
DELIVERY SERVICE TO UMAINE NOW AVAILABLE!!with minimum purchase & service charge
A Special Combination of Hors D'OeuvresServed Native Style with Flaming Hibachi
KJ at
(for 2) $14.95
(for 1) $7.50
Chinese Egg Rolls
Boneless Spare Ribs
Teriaki Beef • Tender
Chicken Wings
Jumbo Shrimp
Chicken Fingers
HAWAIIAN TIDBITS
(for 2) $9.99
2 Egg Rolls • 8 Crab Rangoon
4 Shoes of Pork Strip
2 Chicken Teriyaki
Served with our delicious Sweet A Sour So uee
SHOPPER'S SPECIALSAll served with Choice of: Chicken Wings, Egg Roll, or Pork StripsChicken, Broccoli and Onion — Roast Pork Fried Rice Beef and Vegetables — Roast Pork Fried Rice Moo Goo Gai Pan — Roast Pork Fried Rice Shrimp with Lobster Sauce — Roast Pork Fried Rice Cur Lobster Sauce is made with minced PorkSauteed with Chinese Spices in a Brown Sauce.
5.99
5.99
5.39
5.99
Beef Lo Mein — Roast Pork Fried Rice 5.19Chicken Lo Mein — Roast Pork Fried Rice 4.79Roast Pork Lo Mein — Roast Pork Fried Rice 4.79Shrimp Lo Mein — Roast Pork Fried Rice 5.69Mushroom Vegetable Lo Mein — Roast Pork Fried Rice 4.69Vegetable Chop Suey — Roast Pork Fried Rice 3.99Mixed Chinese Vegetables — Roast, Pork Fried Rice 4.49Sweet and Sour Chicken — Roast Pork Fried Rice 5.99Sweet and Sour Pork — Roast Pork Fried Rice 5.49Beef and Mushroom Chow Yoke — Roast Pork Fried Rice
 5.99Green Pepper Steak — Roast Pork Fried Rice 5.19*Spicy/hot Moo Goo Gai Pan — Roast Pork Fried Rice 6.19*Spicy/hot Mushroom Vegetable Lo Mein —Roast Pork Fried Rice 5.19•Spicy/hot Szechuan Chicken with Peanuts —Roast Pork Fried Rice 
5.99•Spicy/hot. Mandarin Beef— Roast Pork Fried Rice 6.19
•Spiced to your preference of Mild. Medium or Hot
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portsNews
The Campus 1
Sports Ticker
WASHiN(i roN AP) — The Su-
preme Court refused to let the NBA limit
the number of games televised by super-
stations, a victory for the Chicago Bulls
and WGN.
In 1990, the NBA passed a rule lim-
iting each team to 20 games that could be
broadcast nationally on snperstasions
AUBURN HILLS, Mich. (AP) —
Dennis Rodman, who led the NBA in
rebounding last season with an 18.7 av-
erage, rejoined the Detroit Pistons and
practiced for the first time this season.
Rodman. recently divorced, will be fined
$14,000 for missing eight exhibition
games and 20 days of camp.
Winfield, others. file for
free agency
NEW YORK (AP) — Toronto out-
fielder Dave Winfield and St. Louis short-
stop Ozzie Smith filed for free agency as
the total increased to a record 115 with
six days remaining in the filing period.
Baltimore pitchers Craig Lefferts and
Pat Clements, Boston outfielder Billy
Hatcher and Detroit second baseman Lou
Whitaker also filed.
re .press.0
*to retire
KANSAS CITY,Mo. (AP)—George
Brett is welcome to return for another
season with the Kansas City Royals,
team owner Ewing Kauffman said.
Brett said last week that someone in
the organization was pressuring him to
retire. and Kauffman acknowledged that
Brett had gotten that impression from
him during a meeting last week.
PI \ )E1,PHIA AP) --- Philadel-
phia coach Rich Kotite said Jim McMa-
hon will replace Randall Cunningham at
quarterback for Sunday's game against
the Los Angeles Raiders. Kotite said
Cunningham, benched in the second half
of Sunday's 20-10 loss to Dallas, would
be back in the starting job in two weeks.
Falcons' Miller out for
season
ATLANTA (AP) — Atlanta quarter-
back Chris Miller will miss the rest of the
season after reconstructive surgery on
hic left knee. Miller tore the anterioi
cruciate ligament in the third quarter of
the Falcons' 30-28 victory over the Los
Angeles Rams on Sunday.
• Maine men's soccer
6
 UMae Athlete of the Week: Jake Ouimet
• Men's soccer wrap-up
• Tim Hopley's Wednesday column
Dyer pleased with his young squad's season
By Stuart Davis
Sports Writer
The University of Maine men's soccer
team season is over but its future is shining
very bright.
After compiling an 8-4-4 record (3-4 in
the North Atlantic Conference) this young
team holds high hopes for the next few
years.
With six first
-year players starting this
year and contributing greatly to UMaine's
success, the team has a great nucleus to build
on.
"Twenty-seven of our 30 goals this year
came from first-year players, so you can see
the impact that the first-year players had on
the team," UMaine Coach Jim Dyer said.
"I'm very pleased with our season this
year. We set out to score more goals than we
did last season, which we did, and we fin-
ished in the Top Ten in New England in the
coaches poll," Dyer said.
However, the Black Bears failed to qual-
ify for the NAC playoffs for the set 0»(1
straight year.
"The disappointing part of the season
was not qualifying for the playoffs.
didn't play well in the Boston University
game early in the season, and we didn't have
great performances against Vermont or New
Hampshire," Dyer added.
Those games set the stage for UMaine's
showdown match for the last playoff spot
with UNH, which they lost.
The Black Bears will graduate seven
seniors but will return 15 veterans to next
year's squad.
Included among those returning will be
first-year stars Jake Ouimet and Mike Dun-
phy. Ouimet finished his season second in
the NAC in scoring and led the UMaine
squad in goals and points.
In fact, the native of Hatfield, Mass. set
school records in both categories. Ouimet
broke Ben Spike's 1987 record for most
Sec SOCCER on page 18
17
UMaine first-year soccer standout Mike Dunphy goes for the ball during the
Black Bear's season-ending game versus UMass. Dunphy was a pleasant
surprise for Coach Jim Dyer's young squad this season. (Boyd photo.)
• Column
The Hop-man's all-time major league all-stars
By Tim Hopley
Campus Columnist
Wading through some
recent issues of Sports Il-
lustrated, I came across the
all-time greatest line-up
edition. With nothing bet-
ter to do I decided to give my all-time best a
try. Here's what I came up with:
Behind the plate I had to go with Yogi
Berra. With a .285 lifetime average and
358 career home runs, the 15-time All-Star
edged out Mickey Cochrane and Johnny
Bench to earn his spot.
First base was not real problem. only one
name came to the fore, The Iron Horse, Lou
Gehrig. A 6-time All-Star. Gehrig com-
bined power (493 HR) with a high batting
average (.340 career) and an incredible de-
sire to play the game to make my list.
Second base saw a tough decision be-
tween Jackie Robinson and Rogers Horns-
by. Yes, Robinson broke the color barrier
but Hornsby holds the highest lifetime aver-
age of any right-handed hitter ever (.358)
and gets my nod.
Shortstop. Heck, it's either Cal Rip-
ken, Jr. or Ernie Banks. As much as I
admire Ripken's run at the most consecu-
tive games played record. I chose Mr. Cub
and his 512 career dingers. Anyway. he
thinks like I do too, "Let's play two," was
his famous saying.
Third base was a sore spot for my list. SI
chose Mike Schmidt and I did too. The 12-
time All-Star with 548 career HRs and
1595 RBI is head and shoulders above
anyone else.
My outfield was left until last because
many tough deci5-,ion needed to he made. Do
I listen to my heart and take baseball's
greatest hitter Ted Williams or the outlaw
Shoeless Joe Jackson/ I wound up taking
neither, there was just no denying Babe
Ruth. Willie Mays and Ty Cobb.
The Babe" needs no introduction, 714
round-trippers says it all. "The Say Hey
Kid" stood for everything I like in a play-
er: power (660 HR). speed, average (.302),
and spectacular defense, and Ty Cobb
holds the career mark for batting average
at .367. Although Cobb was considered a
dirty player begets my vote for being hard
(big)-nosed.
Every team needs a pitcher so I took two.
a starter and reliever. Grover Cleveland Al-
exander, Walter Johnson, Christy Mathew-
son or Cy Young.
The choice was tough with the early
advantage to Cy Young's (not to he con-
fused with Matt Young) 511 wins. Mathew-
son won out in the end though because after
watching the pitching in the recent World
Series it struck me dumb-found when 1 read
"Big Six" pitched three shutouts in the 1905
World Series versus Philadelphia.
See COLUMN on page 18
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Column
from page 17
The last choice was easy, Dennis Ecker-
sley all the way. Cases could be made for
Rollie Fingers or Sparky Lyle but "The Eck"
has been "The Man."
So Robby Alomar took him deep, Alo-
mar may be on this list is he keeps playing
the he was.
The manager: John McGraw—arro-
gant, abrasive and pugnacious.
Nuff said.
Greatest team of all-time? The 1919
Chicago White Sox. They're a sentimen-
tal choice but still one of th.; best. They
easily would've destroyed Cincinnati in
that years Series had it not been for, well
you know.
How about you? Give it a try and send
it to The Campus, maybe the Sports God
of all gods (aka Chad Finn) will set it to
print?
Tim Hopley is a reporterfor the Ports-
mouth (N.H.) Herald who really wanted
to name Phil Plantier to his All-Time
team.
Soccer wrap-up from page 17
most goals in a season when he notched
his 13th against Central Connecticut. He
also shattered Spike's single season point
record of 28 with 14 goals and two assists
for 30 points.
"When I started the season I just wanted
to score a lot of goals. I dreamt about the
records but even now it still hasn't hit me
that I did it," Ouimet said.
Ouimet's coach was very happy with
his young offensive weapon's season.
"Jake is very talented and very driven
to score goals and I'm proud of the way he
has performed for us this season." Dyer
said.
Dyer also has another rising talent in
Dunphy.
"Mike is arguably our best player, his
speed and work rate are great assets to the
team," Dyer said
"Both he and Jake have a real nose for the
goal and have learned to work really well
together."
"Mike and I really play as a unit, which
makes it really hard for defenders. He's so
fast and other teams can't defend us," Oui-
met said.
Next year, Dyer will look "to add a bit
more diversity and work on our team-
work."
His first-year players will have had a
whole season to learn each others ways and
cornerstone goalie Seb D'Appolonia will
return for his senior year.
"Seb didn't have the year statistically
that he did last year," Dyer notes "But he
was called on to make a lot more saves this
year and he had some outstanding games.
Hopefully, next year Seb will put it all
together and have a terrific senior season,"
Dyer said
With the talent and desire that the Black
Bears possess, next year should hold good
things for this young team.
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• Yankee Conference Notebook
.Roller coaster ride continues
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Talk about an up-and-down season.
The University of Maine football team
opened the 1992 season with two wins.
Then they lost two n a row.
Then they won two in a row.
And now, they have lost two in a row
again, and it's not going to be easy for Coach
Kirk Ferentz's troops to win their next pair
and keep the odd pattern alive.
The Black Bears travel down 1-95 a
couple hours Saturday to face Boston Uni-
versity in Portland, and although the Teth-
ers are just 1-7 this season, they are essen-
tially the same team that shellacked UMaine
28-0 last season.
And in two weeks, the Black Bears hit
the road to take on an upstart University of
Massachusetts club. Neither game will be
easy for the Ferentz's squad, but he believes
his Black Bears can win both contests if they
play their game.
"We have to get back to being a funda-
mentally sound team," Ferentz said. "If we
can do that, we can compete with anybody."
Other Yankee Conference Notes:
The University of Delaware (7-1 over-
all, 6-0 in the Yankee Conference) blasted
UMaine 57-13 this past Saturday to hand the
Black Bears their worst loss since 1977.
Two-way threat quarterback Bill Verganti-
no lead the onslaught with one touchdown
rushing and two via the air.
UMass (6-1, 4-1) knocked off in-state
foe Northeastern to take sole possession of
second place in the conference race. Tail-
back John Johnson scored the decisive
touchdown with a three-yard run in the
closing minutes.
The University of Richmond (6-2, 5-2)
lost a chance at a snare of the conference title
when they were upset by UConn 30-28. The
Spiders now must hope that Delaware fal-
ters down the stretch.
Running back Kevin Mosley ran for 121
yards and two touchdowns as the Universi-
ty of Villanova (6-2, 4-2) rolled 34-3 over
hapless Rhode Island.
UConn (4-4, 3-2) moved back into the
thick of the conference battle after shocking
Richmond, 30-28, on Nick Sosik's last-
minute 37-yard field goal.
UMaine (4-4, 2-3) has a couple of play-
ers that should be moving up in the Black
Bear record books this week.
Quarterback Emilio Colon is only two
yards from fifth-place on the UMaine all-
time passing list, while tailback Ben Sir-
mans needs just 17 yards for fifth-place on
the rushing list.
Struggling Boston University (1-7, 1-5)
took another one on the chin this week,
suffering a 43-14 loss at the hands of the
University of New Hampshire. The Terriers
are also in the midst of a quarterback contro-
versy. with former starter Walter Norton
and current starter Greg Moore dueling for
the job.
New Hampshire (3-4,1-4) rode the light-
ning-quick coattails of All-American Bar-
ry Bourassa to beat BU. Bourassa moved
into second place all-time in 1-AA in all-
purpose yardage after totalling 274 yards
versus the Teniers.
Rhode Island (1-7, 0-6) continued to be
the YC whipping-boy after absorbing a 34-
3 beating at the hands of Villanova. URI
needs injured stars Tony Squiteri and Chris
Pierce back soon if they are to salvage
what's left of their season.
Personal Attack Alarm
Don't Feel Physically Threatened Again!
Protect Yourself and Your Children!
Buy a PAM!
29
Plus Tax and Shipping
In Need of
Part & Full Time
Sales & Marketing Rep On and Off Campus
A.T.I.S. Inc. at (207) 487-3626.
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*NBA
Magic retir. es amid controversy
,
By John Nadel
AP Sports Writer
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) — Magic
Johnson could always do anything he want-
ed on the basketball court.
He could pass. He could shoot. He could
rebound. And he could rouse a crowd better
than anyone.
The one thing he couldn't do was allay
the fears his fellow players have about the
AIDS virus. And so he retired — again. This
time for good.
On Monday --four days before the start
of the NBA season — Johnson said he was
retiring for a second time because of the
"controversies" surrounding his return to
the Los Angeles Lakers.
Though he declined to be more spe-
cific, Johnson's agent Lon Rosen said:
"His feeling was, if people were afraid to
play against him, that could affect the
outcome of the game, and Earvin didn't
want that."
After talking it over with his wife Cook-
ie and his family, Johnson said in a state-
ment:
"I decided I will retire — for good —
from the Lakers. It has become obvious
that the various controversies surrounding
my return are taking away from both bas-
ketball as a sport and the larger issue of
living with HIV for me and the many peo-
ple affected."
Rosen said Johnson felt that his message
about AIDS was not getting out because
"people were focusing on the controver-
sy," and that Johnson now plans to devote
more time to AIDS awareness.
Rosen said Johnson called him Saturday
night and informed him of his decision.
Dr. Michael Mellman, Johnson's per-
sonal physician and the Lakers' team doc-
tor, said there had been no deterioration in
Johnson's health.
Mellman repeated what other doctors
have said all along — that there was practi-
cally no chance of contracting the virus from
Johnson through basketball.
Nevertheless, some players aren't con-
vinced. Several NBA stars, including fellow
Dream Team member Karl Malone, said
they were concerned about playing against
Johnson for health reasons.
One NBA general manager, speaking on
the condition that he not be identified, was
quoted in a New York Times story Sunday as
saying Johnson should step aside to avoid
any controversy.
Contacted Monday, Malone said: "Look
at the cuts and scratches I get now. All of a
sudden, the last second of the game, and
here comes Magic to the basket. It's the
same as, what if I had the virus as a player
and what if a Buck Williams or a Charles
Barkley comes in?
"It is a physical game and you do get
kicked and scratched," Malone added. "I
do have concerns, just like anybody would
have. It's not a thing of kicking a man when
he's down."
Lakers general manager Jerry West said
he believed "a number of things were un-
fairly said" concerning Johnson.
Said Michael Jordan, another of John-
son's Dream Team teammates:
"I guess he looked at it and said he'd
rather be remembered as a guy who en-
joyed the game, but not a guy who stirred
problems amongst his peers. I respect that
decision."
West said Johnson would still receive
the $14.6 million contract extension he
signal Oct. 1 — two days after announcing
he was returning to the Lakers.
Johnson, the NBA's career leader in as-
sists with 9,921, shocked the sports world
last Nov. 7 when he announced his retire-
ment after testing HIV positive.
Within weeks of his retirement announce
ment, Johnson began contemplating a come -
back. He was the Most Valuable Player in
the NBA All-Star game in February when he
scored 25 points.
SAVE 20%-50%
1 at Rose Bike
On selected items
'til Nov. 7. 1992
XT Top Mount Shifters $49.99
XT 2 Finger Brake Levers $25.00 -
XT Crank 
 
$112.00
DX Top Mount Shifters $39.99
Deore LX Crankset $54.99
XC Pro Crank Arms $60.00
XC Pro Grease Gaurd Pedals. $75.00
Rhode Gear Helmut $29.00
Night Killer Halogen Headlight
with Duracell Batteries $14.50
Rose Bike 36A Main St. Orono 866-3525
Mon—Fri 9-5...Sat 9-4
UMaine Athlete of the Weeks
Jake Ouimet
First-year
Forward
Men's soccer
Jake Juimet is the University of Maine
Athlete of the Week.
The first-year forward on the UMaine
men's soccer team set school records for
goals in a season and points in a season this
week in games versus Central Connecticut
and UMass, respectively.
He finished his initial campaign with
14 goals and two assists for a total of 30
points.
The old Black Bear records were set by
Ben Spike during the 1987 season.
Ouimet is a native of Hatfield, Mass.,
where he played for Coach Andy Lowe at
Suffield Academy (Prep.) after graduating
from Northfield-Mt. Hermon High in 1991.
He lettered three years in basketball and
baseball as well as soccer at NMH.
He also was the recipient of the Excel-
lence in All Varsity Sports Blanket from
NMH his senior year.
Ed. Note: The UMaine Athlete of the
Week is selected by the sports staff of The
Maine Campus. Other finalists this week
included Mary Lou Winstel (Field Hock-
ey) Chris Ferraro (Ice Hockey), Cal Ingra-
ham (Ice Hockey) and Paul Kariya (Ice
Hockey).
GOOD AS I BEEN TO YOU
 IS THE FIRST
ACOUSTIC RELEASE FROM BOB DYLAN IN
TVVENTY-SEVEI! WARt. BOB RECORDED
THESE SONGS LIVE IN THE SWIM IN ONE
TAKE. THERE ARE NO OVERDUBS, NO STUDIO
"TRIC1K5," JUST SIMPLE, HONEST
PERFORMANCES. THE SIMPLICITY OF
ORDING•FOCIISES YOUR ATTENTION
BOB'S. INCREDIBLE MUSICIANSHIP AN
4 I
46-...ALALAIL-41-7-4111-1112
YOU IS MUST-OWN FOR ANYONE WHO'S INTO
REAL MUSIC PERFORMED BY A REAL ARTISTE.
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Old Town House of Pizza Restaurante
Old Town Plaza • Next to YMCA Call for Faster Deliver) • 827-6144 • Fax 827-8548
(Come check out our lunch special which ts..
served everyday until 4 pm. It includes a
small 8" cheese pizza (extra toppings are
50( apiece) a side salad, and a 12 ox
fountain drink all for only $2.99.
This special is cat in only so come in and
enjoy our big screen TV while you enjoy
\rur meal.
..i
service & quality guaranteed
Please specify use of coupons %hen ordenng in phone.
BUDGET SPECIAL 
r 
BUDGET SPECIAC1
Small Pizzas2 Large Lheese Pizzas
or One large House Special
only $9.99
at the Old Town House of Pizza Rectaurantr
827-6144
Tim terra am a reread to tr. ea throat
Oar mann tar arose ret a9 reran ta a Tar asr-Fwe Damen
rr • Iaa I I .92 
with One Topping Each
only $5.99
at the Old Town House of Pizza Restaurante
827-6144
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• UMaine Intramurals
UMaine recreational sports intramural update
The intramural flag football season
finished up on Wednesday, Oct. 28 with the
completion of the campus championship
game.
This year's tournament was the first
ever under the lights at the university, thanks
to the addition of lights for one practice
football field, provided cooperatively by
Recreational Sports, the football team, and
private donations.
The 1992 campus champions are the
Independent League champs, TFTC III.
They beat the dormitory champiCens,J Screw
24 of Doris Twitchell Allen Village, 32-14,
for the title, after besting the fraternity
champions, Phi Kappa Sigma, 50-28 the
previous night.
TFTC III (Thanks for the Championship
III) went undefeated throughout the entire
regular season, double elimination tourna-
ment.
Several familiar names in UMaine sports
on the TETC III roster were Marty Higgins,
Derrick Hodge, Shannon Knox, Shelton
Kerry, Mark Dupree, Jeff Hannahan, and
jamal Williamson.
The captain and organizer of this team,
Frank Doherty, hopes to fund raise so
this group can attend the National Colle-
giate U.S.F.G. Flag Football Champion-
ships held in New Orleans, Dec. 28-31,
1992.
This year's fraternity champions, Phi
Kappa Sigma, also went undefeated
through the regular season with their only
loss coming in the campus championship
round.
The dormitory champions. J Screw 24,
also went undefeated during regular season
play, losing only in the campus champion-
ship final.
Their closest game was against the An-
droscoggin Headreckers in the dormitory
final, winning 28-22.
This year's tournament was very suc-
cessful with 40 teams and over 500 students
participating, plus the weather cooperated
greatly by having oniy one rainy play date.
The prospects look even greater for another
year with the lights adding the capability of
many more game slots.
The men's inner tube water polo tour-
nament heads into the campus champion-
ship game was to be played Monday, Nov. 2.
at 7:30 p.m. in the Wallace Pool between
fraternity champion, Delta Tau Delta and
QTV, the non-fraternity winner.
Delta Tau Delta had two excellent games
against Phi Kappa Sigma, who had come out
of the loser's bracket, to win the title.
QTV, the non-fraternity champion,
came out of the loser's bracket to beat
previously undefeated Hancock Water
Wings twice to win the championship.
Upcoming intramural
events
Swim Meet
Sign-up Deadline, Nov. 13.
Badminton
Sign-up Deadline, Nov. 13.
Nine-Ball Pool
Sign-up Deadline, Nov. 13.
Cross Country Results
Top 3 Fraternity
I. Aaron Dorf SN 12:59
2. Marc Dallaire SPE 13:23
3. Scott Little DTD 14:19
Top 3 Women
1. Lisa Lacombe 15:01
2. Cindy Mitchell 15:46
3. Jud Raven 16:17
Top 3 Men's Dorm and Indep.
1. Giles Norton 11:57
2. Angson Ohlakama 12:20
3. Andrew Alan 12:31
6.1 Mountain Bike Race
Overall Top Five Finishes
1. Marc Dallaire SAE 27:55
2. Albert Kassatly TKE 28:00
3. Ross Field IND. 28:45
4. Peter Wrona QTV 29:18
5. Steve Nickl PKS 29:41
Soccer Results
Men's Independent - Sled Dogs, the
defending champs, came back from the los-
er's bracket and beat the Unified Nations
twice to win the Men's Independent cham-
pionship.
Men's Dorm - Aroostook 3rd floor beat
Somerset Internationals in a shoot-out after
ending the game in a 2 to 2 tie to win the
dormitory championship. Aroostook 3rd floor
went on to beat the Sled Dogs in another
shoot-out to set up a campus championship
game with the fraternity champs SAE,
Women's Sorority -Alpha Omicron
plays Delta Delta Delta for the champion-
ship.
Maine Campus classifieds Stop by the basement of LordHall for your classified
he lp wanted Telephone interviewers needed,part-time. Research, not sales.
Flexible four hour shifts on eve-
nings, weekends at Orono office.
Paid training. Northeast Research
866-5593.
LOST: Casio 7700fx graphing calcula-
tor. Left in Barrows Hall computer
cluster. Must have it back. Call 581-
8158.
miscellaneous
$252.50 Sell 50 funny, college T-
shirts and make $252.50. No financial
obligation. A Risk Free program. Avg.
sales Time=4-6 hours. Choose from
18 designs. Smaller/Larger quantities
avail. Call 1-800-733-3265.
Searm.tress: Over 20 yrs. expen-
ence, replace zippers, hemming, etc,
Will pick up + deliver. Call Jeanne
827-5115.
LOST: Black "Dayminder" date/
address book on 10/30 between
Maples Hall and the Union. If found
please call 866-4226.
Students wanted to promote
weekend trips to Montreal. Skiing
and whitewater rafting also avail-
able. Call Collect (514)861-3335
Gorgeous male and female exotic
dancers for birthdays, special occa-
sions & parties call Exo'cica 947-4406.
LOST: Book of Irish fiddle music. If
found please call 866-7086.Want to travel free, earn cash
and resume experience?
Students and Organizations call
College Tours to join our team!
We have 25 years experience,
great prices, hotels and destina-
tions. Call 1(800) 959-4SUN.
Car stereos, alarms, phones,
remote starters, sold and installed.
Sony, Pioneer, Pyle. Soundshapers
942-7688.
Student Breakers. Promote our
Florida Spring Break packages 
Earn MONEY and FREE trips.
Organize SMALL or LARGE
groups. Call Campus Marketing.
800-423-5264.
FOUND: In weight room two men's
rings, one has military inscription,
Inquire in Army ROTC office x1121.
FOUND: Wallet belonging to -
Steven Cummings. Pick up at Info
desk in Union.
TYPING-Resumes, papers, letters,
etc. Great quality, reasonable rates.
866-7674Kate Hase 866-7653/Free Catalog BE A SPRING BREAK REP! Earn
FREE TRIPS and the HIGHET
COMMISSIONS! Cancun, Daytona,
& Jamaica from $159. Call Take a
Break Student Travel today! (800)
32-TRAVEL.
To place your FREE lost and found
ad, stop by The Maine Campus in
the basement of Lord Hall or call
581-1273.
apartments
Cruise Ships Now Hiring-Earn
$2,000+/month+world travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.)
Holiday, Summer and Career em-
ployment available. No experience
necessary. For employment program
call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C5067
LSAT-GMAT-MCAT-GRE
KAPLAN
The answer to the test question
1-800-KAP-TEST
Research Information-Largest
library of information in U.S.
19,278 topics-all subjects. Order
catalog today with Visa/MC or
COD. Ordering hot line: 800-351 --
0222. Or, rush $2.00 to Research
Information 11322 Idaho Ave.
#206-A, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Looking for a top fraternity,
sorority, or student organization
that would like to make 500-
1500 for a one week marketing
project right on campus. Must be
organized and hark working. Call
800-592-2121 EXT 308.
lost & found
2 Bedroom apt. Sundeck and
yard, heat and hotwater included,
Old Town $510/mo 827-4990.
$500.00-1f you have access to a
video camera, we're looking for fun,
outgoing students to make a mini-
video. No film experience necessary.
May lead to permanent position. For
information, call C.B. Productions
Inc. M-F, 9-5, (617) 332-9606.
1 bedroom, modem furnished apt
in excellent location. Avail. now & in
Jan. Walk to UM. $450.945-5810.
Rooms in private home. (Quiet
place to study.) Two minute walk
to University. Tel 866-7888.
1un 5.1214.5.h Spring Break LEV!
Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas,
Florida from $119. Book early save
$$$! Organize Group Travel Free!
1-800-426-7710
Nannies-Well known agency will
help you choose a loving family in
Connecticut. Top salaries, ben-
efits, room & board, airfare, Big
Sister program. Yearly positions
only. Care for Kids, Dept. UME
Box 27, Rowayton, CT 06853.
1-800-BE-A-NAM
LOST: Fluorescent green and
black key ring with dorm key
and bike key. Please call if
found. Ext. 7609.
Heated one & two bedroom apts.
located within walking distance to
University Tel 866-7888 Cakes for all occasions-Make a
birthday, activity, or special event
something to remember. Don't try to
stomach a supermarket cake Call
Delivered Desserts at 866-5640
Female roommate wanted to
share 2 bdrm apt. 1/2 mile from
campus. 233/mth inc. heat+hot
water. 866-5905
LOST: Minolta Maxim SPXI. If
found please call x6763. REWARD
OFFERED.
